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Abstract

Despite the considerable research efforts devoted to extending the lifetime of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) by making them more energy efficient, there
are still a number of unresolved issues. Among the possible solutions for improving their overall energy efficiency, topology control has significant potential.
Distributed topology control is a difficult problem, and optimal solutions are not
possible except for very simple topologies. Because of this, heuristic methods
are used, but the solutions proposed in the research literature are usually tested
with overly simplistic simulation models and consequently they fail to perform
satisfactorily in real networks.
The research project reported in this thesis proposes three new topology control
methods that are tested on highly realistic simulation models calibrated with data
collected on an experimental wireless sensor network. These models accurately
handle interference effects, realistic transmission ranges and imperfect communication links. Additionally, the correctness of the proposed methods was verified
using theoretical analysis. Two leading algorithms were used as benchmarks.
Based on the outcomes of a thorough literature review and analysis of existing
techniques, distributed connected dominating set (CDS) approach was selected
as the starting point for the design of the proposed algorithms. The proposed
algorithms are not only distributed but also use localized information for computing a CDS. Given that the CDS serves various tasks in a WSN, a fair load
distribution strategy was adopted to prolong the network lifetime. This strategy
takes into account the remaining energy levels at each node when choosing the
eligible CDS nodes.
The first topology control technique called the three-phase single initiator (TPSI)
was developed to form a small CDS for medium and dense networks (i.e., in
deployments when average node degree is relatively high) with minimal communication overhead, computational complexity and energy consumption. The
simulation results demonstrate that the TPSI algorithm generates a small CDS
for both medium and dense networks but not for sparse networks. These results
also prove that the impact of network density on performance of an algorithm is
significant and cannot be ignored.
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The second technique, single-phase single initiator (SPSI) on the other hand was
proposed for applications that require fast convergence, and is best suited to WSN
applications that have sparse topologies. The simulation results show that SPSI
can generate a small CDS for sparse networks using low message overhead and
energy consumption, and compute a CDS faster than the TPSI algorithm.
The third one, the Two-phase multiple initiator (TPMI) algorithm adapts well to dynamic topology changes, thus it is suitable for applications that require frequent
topology updates. Instead of relying on a single initiator to construct the CDS as
in the TPSI and SPSI, the TPMI algorithm uses multiple initiators. The simulation
results show that although the CDS size of TPMI is larger than the ones generated
by TPSI or SPSI, it outperforms them in terms of energy consumption, network
lifetime and convergence time in networks with rapidly changing topologies.
Best suited algorithm for a particular installation can be selected manually, or by
using some measurement techniques, the structure of a network can be probed to
activate the optimal method automatically.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been highlighted as one of the most important technologies for the 21st century [bus99], and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s Technology Review Magazine [eme03] identifies them as one of
the top ten emerging technologies that will change the world. Their promise
has led to unprecedented growth in research and commercial activities. Among
the research funding bodies worldwide, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) of the United States, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) of the Australia and the Information Society
Technologies (IST) Research Framework of the European Union have invested a
significant amount of money into WSN research. Based on the forecast conducted
by the Harbor Research Consulting [Con], the total revenue of intelligent devices
used in WSNs, and ZigBee [All] and other IEEE 802.15.4 [802] related technologies is estimated to exceed US$ 12 billion by 2013.
A WSN is composed of many small, cheap and potentially smart devices equipped
with sensing, data processing and storage and communication capabilities. These
features allow for the deployment of the network in various applications ranging

1

from military, civil, industrial to health for the purpose of gathering data. However, the miniaturization of the sensor nodes introduces the following challenge.
The sensor nodes generally operate on battery power. Therefore, as their size is
reduced, the battery size and capacity become smaller. As a result, they have
severely limited power sources. In most applications, it is difficult or impossible to retrieve the nodes in order to replace or recharge the batteries. For this
reason, energy conservation becomes a major focus in the design of WSNs. Currently, many energy conservation techniques have been proposed to optimize
the energy consumption and to extend the network lifetime [MGG10, WLBW01,
WWS03, YJY06]. Topology control is one of the leading methods used for minimizing the total energy consumption in deployment. It is a multidimensional
problem, allowing control over various network parameters to optimize network
performance. One efficient method to accomplish topology control is to form
a structured network topology through the use of a connected dominating set
(CDS). This thesis focuses on this and aims to design very efficient topology control techniques with minimal computational and communication overheads.
The remaining sections of this chapter are structured as follows: Section 1.1 covers the background information related to WSNs, in particular their features, applications and challenges. In Section 1.2, the concept of topology control is explained and its role as a power management strategy is discussed. Section 1.2.1
gives an overview of the CDS, explains the reasons for choosing the CDS method
for the proposed algorithms and discusses the motivations of the thesis. Section
1.4 summarizes the contributions of the research and finally, the structure of the
thesis is presented in Section 1.5.

2

1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
The main components of a wireless sensor node are radio transceiver, processor,
memory unit, and power source [ASSC02b]. The advancement in low power design, wireless technology and miniaturization of the sensors allow these components to be integrated into a single integrated circuit package. This has resulted in
a drop of the price and size of the nodes. Figure 1.1 illustrates the estimated price
of the future sensor nodes which could reach about 8 cents in 2019. But, miniaturization severely restricts the computation, communication and power supply
capabilities which inevitably impose limits on algorithm designs.
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Figure 1.1: Price of sensor nodes is halving every 18 months and could drop to 8
cents in 2019 [Ste05].
Despite the limited capacity of sensor nodes, WSNs have been widely deployed
in various applications because:
3

1. They provide flexible access to information from any physical location without human intervention.
2. They are self-organized and self-configured networks.
3. They form networks on the fly, without requiring any fixed infrastructure,
thus resulting in minimum set-up and maintenance costs. For example,
it has been reported in [200S8] that the cost of wiring in an industrial installation is estimated to be US$ 130-650 per meter. By using the wireless
technology this cost can be reduced up to 20-80%.

1.1.1 Current and Future Applications of WSNs
There are numerous applications of WSNs developed so far. They include military surveillance [HKS+ 04], industrial quality control [WST], environmental monitoring [LCD03], personal health monitoring [LMFJ+ 04] and traffic monitoring
[ECV+ 05].
With the recent technological development of large scale deployments of sensors
such as Machine-to-Machine Communications (M2M) [FTS11, GTJ+ 11, NLP11,
YRS+ 11], Smart Grid [BF54, MM09, SFEB09, ZVS11], The Internet of Things (IoT)
[AIM10, MF10, Mul10], and Smart Environment applications [CD05, Pos09], many
more exciting applications of WSNs are emerging. These new applications are
envisioned to be embedded into everyday objects and eventually to influence
all aspects of our lives. A sophisticated home automation network called smart
home [DHSR08, EG01] is one example of the future applications of WSNs that
will become increasingly ubiquitous in everyday life. WSNs are also envisioned
to be integrated into more complex networks such as Cellular networks or the
Global Internet to provide information sharing with a wide variety of devices as
illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: A WSN allows information sharing with remote users via Internet.

1.1.2 Challenges in WSNs
WSNs pose significant research challenges due to their unique features mentioned in Section 1.1. They are different from cellular, wired or ad hoc networks
in several ways. Table 1.1 provides a comparative overview of them.
The biggest challenge of WSNs is managing the limited energy resources in the
network in order to increase the network lifetime [ASSC02a]. These nodes are
powered by a battery. Their energy sources are limited and often during the deployment of the networks, they cannot be replaced or recharged. As many applications are demanding a smaller size of sensor nodes, the size of the battery has to
be reduced. This however reduces the capacity of the battery. With the slow advancement in battery technology, power conservation will remain an important
issue in WSNs.
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Cellular/Wired
Networks
Infrastructured
networks
Static network topology
Unlimited resources
Fixed central coordinators such as cell sites
Pre-planned installation
High installation costs
Low failure rates
Network size is large
One-to-one communication

WSNs
Infrastructureless
networks
Highly dynamic network topology
Limited resources
Lack central coordinators
Ad hoc and automated
installation
Low installation costs
High failure rates
Network size is large
Many-to-one communications

Ad Hoc Networks
Infrastructureless
networks
Less dynamic network
topology
Unlimited resources
Lack central coordinators
Ad hoc and automated
installation
Low installation costs
Low failure rates
Network size is small
One-to-one communication

Table 1.1: A comparison of WSN features with cellular, fixed and ad hoc networks.
Due to the unique features of WSNs, many energy management techniques currently proposed for fixed, ad hoc or cellular networks cannot be directly used for
WSN applications. Thus, it is important to devise suitable techniques for WSNs
that can reduce energy consumption and extend the lifetime of these networks.
This thesis will mainly focus on the topology control subject, which is the widelystudied energy conservation technique used in WSNs.

1.2 Topology Control as an Energy Management Solution in WSNs
A network topology defines the placement of nodes and the connectivity among
nodes in the network. It is determined by the nodes’ physical locations and transmission power. In WSNs, it is highly likely that large number of nodes are deployed in a geographical area of interest. Because of this, usually the topology
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formed is dense and has a dynamic nature which impacts on the power consumption of the nodes and network performance. For example, a dense topology can
cause excessive interference resulting in high packet drop and rapid energy depletion which in turn affects the longevity of the network. Since WSNs are heavily
power constrained systems as discussed earlier, topology control is mainly used
to eliminate redundant links in a dense topology. While preserving the network
connectivity, it constructs a more efficient topology consisting of a smaller number of links to minimize the energy consumption.
There are four general approaches to exercise topology control in WSNs. They
are power adjustment approaches which control the transmission power of node,
power mode approaches which manipulate the operating mode of nodes, clustering approaches which form clusters in the network and hybrid approaches which
combine either power mode, clustering or power adjustment in various ways.
Among these four techniques, the clustering method has been widely used due
to its ability to organize the networks into a hierarchical structure, a property
which cannot be achieved by power adjustment or power mode approaches. It
simplifies the network management, minimizes the network maintenance and reduces the communication overhead. The most prominent clustering approach is
the CDS. A detailed discussion of the approaches is presented in Chapter 2.
The concept of the CDS is to form a subset of sensor nodes which acts as a
backbone in a network. Nodes that are not in the subset must have at least
one neighbor in the subset. CDS techniques have been used to support routing applications [WGS01, Wu02] or to eliminate the broadcast storm problem
[TNCS02, SSZ02, WD03].
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1.2.1 Why Distributed CDS Approaches?
In general, CDS algorithms can be classified according to their distributed or centralized approaches. Centralized approaches are efficient in generating a small
CDS size [Bou09]. However, these algorithms rely on centralized nodes to collect information from all nodes in the network in order to generate a CDS. Due
to the dynamic nature of WSNs and a large number of sensor nodes deployed
in practice, the communication and computational costs involved in acquiring
this global information are significantly high [BDTC04, Bou09, Sto05]. Therefore,
centralized approaches are not suitable for practical implementation.
In contrast, distributed algorithms eliminate the need to learn global network
topology. Nodes communicate with neighbors via exchanged messages to gather
information and based on this information, they make decisions to compute the
CDS. This results in low communication and computational overheads for generating and maintaining the CDS especially in the event of dynamic topology
changes. Because of this reason, distributed CDS approaches are preferable over
the centralized CDS approaches. Thus, this thesis focuses on distributed CDS
approaches.

1.3 Thesis Motivation, Aims and Scope
Earlier CDS techniques [BCDP03, DB97, WL99, WLD06] are mostly designed to
reduce the CDS size in order to minimize the communication overhead involved
in constructing and maintaining the backbone. However, these techniques fail to
consider the energy capacity of each node when forming the CDS. It is a wellknown fact that the nodes in the backbone are heavily loaded with various tasks
[WWS03]. If the backbone role is not fairly rotated among nodes, their energy will
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soon be depleted and this will require a CDS reconstruction. Unfortunately, a frequent CDS reconstruction consumes a significant amount of energy and shortens
the lifetime of the network. Therefore, it is critical to minimize the energy consumption.
The common practice for conserving energy in CDS is to assign the role of the
CDS to nodes with high remaining energy. Thus, the works in [BGLA03, MGG10,
WGS01, YJY06] use the residual energy when selecting CDS nodes. However,
these techniques have several shortcomings. First, although the energy capacity
of nodes is taken into account, these techniques incur a high cost to construct the
CDS. The cost here refers to the number of exchanged messages and the computational time of the CDS. The high cost implies a high energy consumption which
can shorten the network longevity. Second, these techniques operate based on
unrealistic assumptions such as that nodes can always communicate with neighbors without any interruption, nodes in the network are homogeneous devices
having a fixed transmission range and/(or) nodes are evenly distributed in the
network. Third, many CDS techniques fail to account for the impact of network
density (average number of neighbors at each node) on their performance. In
general, many of them perform well in dense networks but perform poorly in
sparse networks. Hence, various network conditions should be considered when
evaluating the performance of this type of algorithm.
Thus, efficient CDS techniques that can quickly compute the backbone, minimize
the CDS size, reduce the energy consumption, maintain the CDS longer and use
minimal computation and communication overheads are needed. This thesis proposes three new CDS techniques that fulfill these criteria while eliminating the
unrealistic assumptions. A thorough performance evaluation is conducted for
the new algorithms in the aspects of network density and network size.
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Algorithm
TPSI
SPSI
TPMI

Outstanding Features
Generates small size CDS in medium
and dense networks
Generates small size CDS in sparse
networks
Leads to minimum energy consumption, also communication and computational requirements are low

Table 1.2: A brief overview of the proposed algorithms.

1.4 Thesis Contributions
The contributions presented in this thesis are as follows:
1. A detailed and rigorous review of topology control techniques was conducted to understand the state-of-the-art. The techniques were classified
and their strengths and weaknesses were presented. This chapter was extended and published as a journal paper in [ASFI12].
2. Three novel distributed CDS construction algorithms Three-phase Single
Initiator (TPSI), Single-phase Single Initiator (SPSI) and Two-phase Multiple Initiator (TPMI) were designed to support various WSN applications. TPSI
is efficient for minimizing the CDS size of medium and dense networks,
whereas SPSI is efficient for reducing the CDS size of sparse networks. As
small-size CDS is demanded in routing and broadcasting applications, both
TPSI and SPSI can be used interchangeably to suit the network types during the applications. TPSI and SPSI algorithms were respectively published
as conference papers in [AS12b] and [AS12a]. On the other hand, TPMI
converges fast and is an energy-efficient algorithm that requires low message overhead to build a CDS. It is suitable for applications that trade-off
the CDS size with energy-efficiency. Table 1.2 summarizes the outstanding
features of each proposed algorithm.
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3. TPSI algorithm generates a small CDS with low computational and communication overheads. It computes the CDS in a distributed approach using localized information gathered within two hops vicinity so that the cost
of acquiring this information is minimized. To achieve a small CDS size,
it first generates a dominating set, then finds connectors to connect the set
and finally prunes the redundant nodes in the set. Based on the simulation
results, it produces a reduced topology of small size for medium and dense
networks and provides minimal computational and message complexities.
This contributes to its low energy consumption and extended network operational time. This algorithm thus offers an energy-efficient solution for
computing a CDS in most WSN applications.
4. SPSI algorithm forms a small CDS for sparse networks. SPSI uses only a
single phase to construct a CDS. To retain the advantages of TPSI, SPSI also
uses the localized information and communication with neighbors using
exchanged messages. The performance evaluations of SPSI show its superior performance in creating a small backbone for sparse networks while
keeping the communication overheads low.
5. TPMI algorithm has fast convergence time and it can cope with the dynamic nature of networks. The convergence time here refers to the computational time of finding the CDS. In TPMI, multiple initiators distributed
across the network are selected to initiate the CDS construction. The major advantage of this algorithm is that it quickly finds the CDS and uses
the lowest message overhead and energy consumption to build a CDS compared to the TPSI and SPSI but at the expense of generating a larger CDS
size than the one formed in TPSI and SPSI.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the survey on topology control algorithms in WSNs. It
provides the reader with the necessary background on the topology control
aspect. It starts with the definition and classification of topology control,
then discusses the state-of-the-art of current topology control techniques
and finally critically analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of each
topology control technique.
• Chapter 3 introduces the two single initiator algorithms, TPSI and SPSI,
which build a small size backbone using a CDS approach.
• Chapter 4 describes the multiple initiator algorithm, TPMI. This algorithm
not only adapts well to the dynamic topology changes but also minimizes
the cost of the CDS construction overhead.
• Chapter 5 provides the theoretical analysis of the three algorithms. A series
of proofs and the performance analysis of the algorithms are discussed.
• Chapter 6 presents and discusses the results of the performance evaluation
of the algorithms conducted in a simulation-based experiment. In order
to see their improvements over the existing methods, their performance is
compared against the leading CDS algorithms.
• Chapter 7 covers the conclusions of the thesis and includes suggestions for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Topology Control Algorithms for
Energy Conservation: A Survey

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a comprehensive review of topology control techniques in
WSNs. As wireless sensor nodes are generally battery-powered devices, conserving energy for the purpose of extending the network lifetime is a critical requirement. This requirement motivates the development of various energy management techniques, including topology control [WPMR07, YHE01, HCB00, THH02,
HDB04, RM99, JSAC01, WX06]. The aims of this chapter are twofold:
1. to introduce different classes of topology control techniques that have been
proposed for WSNs, and
2. to see why topology control is poised to play an important part in energy
management.
Special attention has been devoted to promising energy-efficient techniques that
have gained wide attention in the literature of WSNs. These techniques are systematically classified, and detailed discussion including qualitative comparisons
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is presented and elaborated upon.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides an overview of topology control algorithms to discuss the notion of topology control and motivations
for using topology control algorithms in WSNs. The terminology of topology
control, the guidelines for designing energy-efficient algorithms and their classification are covered in this section. Since the concept of “network lifetime” is
widely used for assessing the performance of these algorithms, various definitions of the term are highlighted in Section 2.2.3, and their implication on WSNs
is discussed in Section 2.4.2. Section 2.3 presents topology control techniques and
introduces their state-of-the-art in energy saving. A special emphasis is given to
the subject of distributed approaches because of their low communication overhead and feasibility for not relying on server nodes to construct the topology
[Bou09]. Section 2.4 presents the performance analysis of the algorithms. The
cost comparison of these algorithms as well as their advantages and disadvantages are given. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes this chapter with insights on research directions for further investigation.

2.2 Topology Control in WSNs
Topology control is a technique used in WSNs to achieve energy saving and extend network lifetime. The idea of topology control is to give sensor nodes a
control over certain parameters so that these parameters can be manipulated in a
way that will benefit the network. In particular, sensor nodes have the capacity
to adjust the transmission power of their radio, switch to various modes of operation or even decide on the nodes eligible to participate in the network topology
to create hierarchical structure called clustering. These features are the parameters that are exploited to dynamically modify the network topology so that the
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overall network performance is improved, particularly from an energy efficiency
perspective. It is common practice for topology control to prune redundant links,
thus resulting in a sparse topology. However, it should be noted that network
characteristics such as connectivity and coverage must be preserved after the networks are subjected to topology control.
The main motivation for adopting topology control methods in WSNs is to save
energy for the purpose of extending network lifetime. Topology control provides
energy saving in three ways:
• It allows nodes to adjust their transmit power in which reducing the transmit power will result in a shorter transmission range. The reduced transmit
power causes the long distance communication links that are not energyefficient to be dropped. Instead, the short distance communication links
are chosen. From the perspective of energy consumption, communication
over short distance links is more energy-efficient than over the long distance
links [San05a].
• It can switch nodes to sleep mode. This minimizes the energy consumed
for idle listening and overhearing since it is found to be significant relative
to the energy consumption of sleeping nodes [FN01].
• It can select a certain set of nodes to be the backbone of networks. The backbone formation serves to reduce the amount of traffic involved in packet
forwarding and routing.
All these three ways eliminate redundant links and consequently restrict the neighbor size in the network
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2.2.1 Topology Control Terminology
In the research literature of WSNs, the word “topology control” has been used
in many contexts. For example, this term is commonly adopted to describe the
technique that vary their transmission range with the aims of minimizing energy
and prolonging the network lifetime [BJ02, BWZ04, LHB+ 05, LLM+ 05, San05b,
PS03, WWK03]. This technique is referred to as power adjustment in Section
2.2.4.
In this thesis, the term topology control is defined with a larger scope. This
term does not restrict topology control to the techniques of adjusting the transmit
power (power adjustment) as in [BJ02, BWZ04, LHB+ 05, LLM+ 05, San05b, PS03,
WWK03]. Instead, the term considers the following four techniques as topology control: power adjustment, power mode, clustering and hybrid methods as
shown in Figure 2.1. All these techniques can tune the parameters of nodes to
control the network topology. For example, the power adjustment can adjust the
node’s transmission range, the power mode can exploit the operating modes of
nodes, the clustering can organize nodes into a hierarchical network and the hybrid combines the clustering techniques with either the power mode or the power
adjustment to gain further energy saving. These four techniques are later used in
Section 2.2.4 to categorize the topology control algorithms.

2.2.2 Design Criteria and Cost Metric
When designing topology control algorithms, important criteria that influence
the design of the algorithms should be addressed carefully. These criteria will be
used as cost metrics in Section 2.4, to compare the performance among the surveyed topology control algorithms. Specifically, message complexity and time
complexity are the two typical measures used in numerous works, namely in
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Figure 2.1: The terminologies of topology control.

[BDTC04, WAF04, YWD09] for evaluating the quality of the topology control algorithms.
The criteria are discussed below:
Distributed Construction: Topology control algorithms can be computed either
in centralized or distributed manner. A centralized computation is a poor
solution because of its unacceptable communication overhead involved in
gathering information and its reliance on the existence of centralized administrators, which are typically absent in WSNs. Distributed computation
on the other hand does need centralized administrators, thus is more practical.
Localized Computation: Efficient algorithms should be constructed based on local information gathered from immediate neighbors via exchanged messages. This feature allows the algorithms to be simple, scalable and configurable.
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Low Message Complexity: In order to construct a topology, sensor nodes require sufficient information to make a decision. This information is provided through exchanged messages among neighbors. The message complexity or communication overhead is defined as the maximum number of
messages needed to be broadcast by each node in the worst case. High
communication overhead contributes to high energy consumption, which
can shorten a node’s lifetime; hence it should be avoided.
Low Time Complexity: Time complexity measures the amount of time an algorithm needs to run in order to make topology control decisions. Time complexity indicates the speed of a given algorithm in the worst case. Typically,
a simple algorithm requires less time to run. In WSNs, nodes frequently
move and/or fail, therefore requiring frequent topology updates. Topology control algorithms should be easily re-configured to quickly respond to
network changes.
Strong Connectivity: The connectivity feature is required to support data communications in a network. The network is connected if there is a path connecting two nodes directly or through multiple hops. A network generated by a topology control algorithm often has fewer links than the network generated using maximum transmit power because redundant links
are removed. It is important for topology control algorithms to preserve
connectivity after the removal of redundant links.
Node Mobility Consideration: Node mobility can affect the performance of topology control algorithms. In the presence of node mobility, topology control algorithms require frequent message exchanges to continuously update
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topology changes. This could entail significant message overheads and increase energy consumption. Topology control algorithms should be explicitly designed to account for node mobility so as to minimize energy consumption.

2.2.3 Definitions of Network Lifetime
Network lifetime is a primary metric used to measure the energy-efficiency of
WSNs. In general, there is no unique definition of network lifetime for WSNs
as it heavily depends on the objectives determined by an application. For example, a monitoring application may require a fraction of working sensor nodes to
maintain sensing coverage of each region in order to collect temperature readings. The lifetime of just this fraction of “alive” nodes determines the lifetime of
the entire network, as long as coverage is kept at a sufficient level. On the other
hand, in other applications the lifetime might be defined by the first node that
fails to forward packets to the base station.
Despite no universal definition adopted for WSNs, some definitions are commonly used, sometimes with multiple definitions for a given application. Some
of these more common definitions are provided below:
The first node to die: The first node which fails in the network is used to define
the network lifetime [WGS01]. The failed node is often called a critical node.
The number of alive nodes: The number of alive nodes as a function of time is
taken as a measure of network lifetime. In [LW01, HCB00] the number of
alive nodes for several algorithms are recorded at time t and the algorithm
with the highest number of alive nodes is considered to outperform the rest
of the algorithms in terms of network lifetime.
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The fraction of alive nodes: The network lifetime is described by the fraction of
survived nodes as a function of time [YHE01]. The fraction of alive nodes
can be set to a certain threshold value. The network is alive if the fraction
of survived nodes is above the threshold value set.
The time until the network fails to construct a backbone: The time until the network can no longer construct a backbone [YJY06] is typically used to define
the longevity of a network employing a clustering method.
The fraction of connected dominating set (CDS) nodes remaining alive: It is commonly used in CDS techniques to assess the lifetime based on the fraction of
connected dominating set nodes that remain alive [CJBM02]. The fraction
of alive connected dominating set nodes can be set to a certain threshold
value. The network fails if the fraction of alive connected dominating set
falls below the threshold.
The time t until the packet delivery ratio drops drastically: The network dies at
time t when the packet delivery ratio, typically set to a pre-defined threshold, drops below this value.
The number of nodes which remain connected to the base station: The survival
rate of the network is evaluated based on the number of nodes remaining
connected to the base station [LW01]. It captures the issue of connectivity
of the network to the base station. The number of nodes that must stay
connected to the base station can be predetermined.

2.2.4 Classification of Topology Control Algorithms
In general, energy-efficient topology control algorithms can be broadly classified
into centralized or distributed algorithms depending on the approach adopted
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for constructing the networks. Centralized approaches such as [Hu93, JO02, RKH00]
can provide accurate global information but their implementations are expensive
in practice due to significant communication overheads required for gathering information [Sto05]. These approaches are not feasible for WSNs that typically have
a large number of sensor nodes. Distributed approaches will be the main focus
in this thesis since they are more practical for dynamic networks and large-scale
deployment scenarios.
Distributed topology control algorithms in this chapter are classified according to
their energy conservation technique. According to this criterion, they are grouped
into four categories, as shown in Figure 2.2. The four categories are described below:
Power adjustment: deals with a technique that reduces energy consumption by
varying the transmission power of nodes.
Power mode: saves energy by switching-off the radios of idle nodes and placing
them into a sleep mode.
Clustering: conserves energy by carefully selecting a set of neighbor nodes that
can construct an energy-efficient backbone in the network.
Hybrid: gains the energy saving by integrating the clustering approach with either the power mode or power adjustment approaches.

2.3 Distributed Topology Control Algorithms
In this section, a discussion of a representative set of distributed algorithms is
provided. These algorithms are assigned into one of the four categories described
in Section 2.2.4. Three leading algorithms are chosen to represent each category,
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Figure 2.2: The four categories of distributed topology control algorithms and
twelve representative algorithms.

as shown in Figure 2.2.

2.3.1 Power Adjustment Approaches
The power adjustment approach is based on the concept of modifying the transmission power of nodes to minimize the energy incurred during communication.
This is due to the fact that the communication is the major source of power consumption in WSNs [RSPS02]. To reduce the energy, nodes avoid using maximum
power to transmit but instead work in a collaborative manner to adjust the transmission power to exactly cover its furthest neighbors to form a connected network. That is, the low transmission power is used to remove the long inefficient
links in the network, leading to the use of short multihop links for routing. This
approach generates a sparse topology that is easy to maintain and good for reducing contention and energy consumption. Three power adjustment algorithms are
presented in this section.
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Minimum Energy Communication Network (MECN) Rodoplu et al. [RM99]
proposed a localized and position-based algorithm that minimizes the energy involved in transmission of packets in a WSN. The idea of this algorithm is to construct a topology consisting of lowest energy paths to transmit from any wireless
sensor of the network to a sink node by using the concept of “relay transmission”.
The MECN algorithm operates in two phases. In the first phase, each node finds
its neighbor set. Note that, the authors do not use the ”neighbor set” definition in
the conventional sense in their paper. Usually, a neighbor set of a node contains
all the nodes that are within its communication range. Here, a node adds into
its neighbor set only the ones it can communicate directly by spending minimum
packet transmission energy. In other words, a node only accepts another node
into its neighbor set if
• it can communicate with this node directly, and
• there is no other way of communicating with this node by using relays and
spending smaller amount of transmission energy than direct communication.
Figure 2.3 illustrates this distinction. Algorithm 1 describes the neighbor set construction process.

Figure 2.3: Neighbors of the node u: It can directly exchange packets with v, w, r
and q, but discovers that relayed packet transmissions to q via r is more efficient
then direct communications. So, it does not include q in its neighbor set.
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In the second phase, the nodes run the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm to
determine the minimum energy path to the sink node. Each node broadcasts the
cost of using itself as a relay towards the sink (here, the cost is the minimum
power consumption required to send a packet to the sink). When a node u receives the cost information from a neighbor node v, it calculates the minimum
cost of the path to the sink relayed through v as
Cost(u, v) = Cost(v) + d(u, v)n + β

(2.3.1)

where, d(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between the nodes u and v (it is assumed
that the nodes know their locations), n is the path loss exponent and β is the
power consumed at a receiver acting as a relay node.
Based on the costs, node u chooses a path which involves minimum packet transmission cost among its neighbors. The chosen node with the minimum cost is
the next node to initiate the minimum energy path construction. The cost calculations are kept updated and broadcast to neighbors. To further optimize the
energy consumption, a node can switch to sleep mode after the completion of the
second phase if it is not transmitting any messages.
To handle the dynamic changes in the environment (fluctuations in the propagation paths, faulty nodes etc.), the MECN algorithm also includes a mechanism
called “Flip” by the authors. It is used to handle the following cases:
1. nodes are removed from the neighbor set if it is found that direct communication with them is not efficient any more (i.e., it is possible that, due to the
dynamic changes in the environment, communication with this node could
become more efficient if another neighbor is used as relay), or
2. a node is added to the neighbor set since direct communication with them
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become more efficient. A freshly added node triggers the cases mentioned
in item 1 above.
For the details of the Flip mechanism, [RM99] can be referred.
Algorithm 1 Discovery of neighbors that are energy-efficient to communicate
Pu→v→q is the total transmit power used for sending a packet from node u to q
via node v
N (u) is the neighbor set of node u that is energy-efficient to communicate directly
procedure F IND N EIGHBOR S ET(u)
N (u) ← ∅
for all received beacon packets do
q ← Sender of the beacon
if q ∈
/ N (u) then
Pu→q ⊲ Compute the power cost of sending a packet from node u to
node q
neighbor candidate ← true
⊲ Check whether transmission via relay node is energy-efficient than direct
transmission
for all v ∈ N (u) and neighbor candidate = true do
if Pu→v + Pv→q < Pu→q then
neighbor candidate ← false
end if
if neighbor candidate = true then
N (u) ← N (u) ∪ {q}
end if
end for
end if
end for
end procedure

Small Minimum Energy Communication Network (SMECN)

The SMECN al-

gorithm [LW01] is an extension of the MECN algorithm. It aims to construct a
network that is simpler, faster and more energy-efficient than the one generated
in MECN [RM99]. The objective of SMECN is to generate a topology which is
smaller than the topology of MECN. Being a variant of MECN, SMECN uses
the same energy model and assumptions as in MECN. The implementation of
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SMECN also consists of two phases that resemble MECN as indicated in Figure
1. The only difference between SMECN and MECN lies in the method of determining the nodes for the enclosure graph. Unlike in MECN, SMECN has no
“Flip” mechanism. An energy-efficient reconfiguration algorithm that is based
on SMECN was later proposed in [LH04]. The proposed algorithm was able to
construct a minimum energy graph under dynamic topology changes.

Common Power (COMPOW)

The energy conservation strategy in COMPOW

[NKSK02] finds and uses the minimum common power level that is sufficient to
maintain the connectivity of the entire network. Based on theoretical studies in
[NKSK02], it is argued that the minimum common power level can provide several benefits to networks including improvement in the traffic carrying capacity,
energy consumption and contention at the MAC layer. The choice of using the
smallest common power level also results in bidirectional links, an important feature required for efficient routing and proper communication at MAC layer. This
protocol is the first that was implemented in a real wireless testbed and explored
various power levels available in a CISCO 350 series Aironet wireless network
interface card. COMPOW combines both power control and routing due to the
fact that they both affect each other.
COMPOW adopted parallel modularity at the routing layer to achieve asynchronous and distributed operations. This is done by having each node running
several routing daemons in parallel, one daemon for each transmit power level
P . Thus, each node constructs multiple routing tables for all available power levels through exchanged hello messages. Initially, each node constructs a routing
table using the maximum power level to find all nodes in the network. Then, it
constructs a routing table for all power levels and finds the smallest power level
whose entries of the routing table are equal to the entries of the routing table at
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the maximum power level. The smallest power level is chosen as the optimum
power level and its routing table is installed as the master routing table to be used
by the kernel to transmit packets between nodes.

2.3.2 Power Mode Approaches
The power mode approach is the technique that exploits the feature of the operating mode available in the network interface of sensor nodes to gain energy
saving. There are four operating modes of the nodes: sleep, idle, transmit and
receive modes. The energy consumed during the transmit and receive modes is
generally higher than that in the sleep mode [JSAC01]. In order to transmit or
receive packets, nodes must transit to idle mode. However, continuous listening
of incoming packets that are not addressed to the idle nodes always contribute to
high energy dissipation that is quite significant compared to that in sleep mode
[FN01]. This suggests that the redundant nodes sitting in idle can be switched
to energy saving mode by placing them in the sleep mode. This feature has been
used in topology control to optimize the energy and prolong network lifetime
without sacrificing network capacity and connectivity. In this section, a discussion of three power mode algorithms that deal with powering-off idle nodes as
well as coordinating their sleep and wake-up scheduling is presented.

Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) The main ideas of GAF [YHE01] are to
have a sufficient number of nodes to remain in active communication and place
the redundant nodes to sleep mode without affecting the network connectivity.
In order to identify the active nodes from the redundant nodes, GAF divides the
network area into small size virtual grids. All nodes are associated with these
grids through the use of location information and an idealized radio model.
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GAF uses the term “equivalent nodes” to describe nodes that are capable of communicating with all nodes in their adjacent grids. The equivalent nodes can be exploited to conserve energy by keeping only some of them alive for routing while
the remaining nodes can remain asleep. Nodes with a longer expected lifetime
are used first. For example in Figure 2.4 [YHE01], nodes v, w and x are equivalent nodes because in order for node u to communicate with node z it can relay
packets through either v, w, or x. In this example, energy saving is achieved by
placing node w and x into sleep mode while node v performs data forwarding
and they alternate between sleeping and listening.

Figure 2.4: The virtual grid structure in GAF.

There are three states in which nodes operate in GAF as shown in the state transition diagram in Figure 2.5. The states of the nodes consist of sleeping, discovery
and active. In discovery state, nodes identify their neighbors in the grid by turning on their radios and exchanging discovery messages. In the active state, nodes
participate in routing. In the sleeping state, nodes turn off their radio and remain
inactive. All nodes initially begin with the discovery state. During this state,
nodes set their discovery time for Td seconds, broadcast discovery message to
locate nodes within the same grid and then enter active state. Nodes that enter
into active state set their timer to a timeout value Ta to define the duration they
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stay in active state. After Ta , nodes will return to discovery state and rebroadcast their discovery message every Td seconds. Nodes in discovery or active state
may switch to sleeping state if they find other equivalent nodes to handle routing. When transitioning to sleeping, nodes cancel all pending timers and power
down their radios.

Figure 2.5: State transition of GAF.

Sparse Topology and Energy Management (STEM)

Similarly to GAF, the prin-

ciple of STEM [STS02] is to put as many nodes as possible to sleep mode so that
the energy consumption is reduced and network lifetime is extended. Schurgers
et al. [STS02] argued that this idea is relevant for a network that spends most
of its time in monitoring activity and has less data forwarding activity. The idle
nodes that are in monitoring activity can be powered down and woken up only
when they have data to forward to the base station. The common challenge of
the power down approach is to manage nodes’ sleeping transition such that the
asleep nodes are activated only when an event occurs. STEM solves this challenge by periodically turning on the node’s radio for a short time to listen for
incoming communications.
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There are two operations involved in STEM, the wake-up and actual data transmission processes. The wake-up process ensures that the radio of sleeping nodes
is turned on to allow nodes to listen for an incoming message, then the actual data
transmission process ensures that data is safely transferred between a source and
sink. In STEM, each node sends a wake-up message and transmits data in two
different frequency bands using two separate radios to avoid interference. The
wake-up message happens in the wake-up plane operating on radio frequency
f1 while data transfer happens in the data plane operating on radio frequency f2 .
The operation of STEM is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Assuming that node v and w
are sleeping, suppose that node u detects an event and wants to transmit data to
the sink through node v and w. Node u then sends a wake up message to the
target node v on radio frequency f1 and waits for a response from node v. After
receiving the response, both nodes turn on their radios and start data transfer on
radio frequency f2 . This process is repeated between node v and node w with
node v now becoming an initiator while node w becomes a target until the data is
successfully received by the sink.

Figure 2.6: Radio setup of a sensor node in STEM.

STEM is later integrated with GAF scheme to achieve two objectives [STS02].
The first objective is to gain additional energy saving. GAF ensures that each
grid must contain one active node acting as a leader, but this leader may not have
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data to transfer. Thus by running STEM on the leader in each GAF’s grid, the
leader which is sitting idle waiting for data transfer can be turned off to reduce
power consumption. The result shows that in comparison to a network without
any topology control, integrated STEM reduces the energy consumption by up
to 7 percent. This improvement is equivalent to an increase by a factor of 14 in a
node lifetime as reported in [STS02]. The second objective is to improve STEM’s
latency. STEM makes use of the leader election process in GAF to minimize the
number of interferences during the wake-up process and speeds up the link setup phase.

Adaptive Self-Configuring Sensor Network Topologies (ASCENT) ASCENT
[CE04] is a self-reconfigurable algorithm that allows nodes to locally measure
the operating conditions. Based on these conditions, nodes then decide whether
they need to participate in routing or not. To achieve energy-efficiency, ASCENT
selects a subset of nodes to remain active to serve as a routing backbone. The
remaining nodes in the network stay passive listening to other nodes and periodically check in case they need to join the routing backbone. For instance, when
the packet loss is high the passive nodes are activated to preserve connectivity.
Otherwise these nodes turn-off their radio to conserve energy.
Nodes in ASCENT will stay in one of the four states, namely test, passive, active
and sleep as depicted in Figure 2.7. Nodes in a passive state stay in listening
mode to participate in routing if required, thus the radio of the nodes remains
active. Nodes in the active state perform data forwarding and monitoring, while
nodes in the sleep state switch-off their radios to save energy. Nodes in the test
state check the conditions on whether the network has enough active nodes to
maintain connectivity. If active nodes are insufficient, nodes in passive state will
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join the active nodes or else they switch to sleep state to reduce energy consumption.

Figure 2.7: State transitions representing the operation of ASCENT.
All nodes initially remain in the test state. The nodes then set their timer Tt and
send neighbor announce messages to discover their neighbors. While in the test
state, a node will check whether the number of active neighbors N is above a
neighbor threshold N T , or the average data loss rate DL is higher than the average loss To before entering into the test state. If the condition is true, the node
transits into the passive state. The higher node ID in the announcement message
is used to break a tie if multiple nodes compete to transit to the test state. If the
condition is false, the node remains in the test state and later moves into the active state upon the expiry of timer Tt . In the active state, the node participates in
routing until it runs out of energy. The active node sends help messages when
DL is greater than the loss threshold LT .
A node that enters the passive state sets up a timer Tp . It sends new passive node
announcement messages to be used by active nodes to estimate the total density
of nodes in the neighborhood. While in the passive state, a node decides whether
it has to transit to the test state to support the routing backbone or transit to sleep
state to save energy. The decision to transit to the test state is made locally if either
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one of the two conditions is met: (1) the number of neighbors is below N T and
DL is higher than LT or (2) the number of neighbors is below N T , DL is below
LT and the node receives a help message from an active neighbors. Otherwise it
will remain in the passive state until the timer Tp expires. The node later moves
into sleep state and switches off its radio to conserve energy. Upon the expiry of
the timer Ts , it will transit into the passive state.

2.3.3 Clustering Approaches
The idea of clustering is to select a set of nodes in the network to construct an efficient topology. The selection of neighbors can be made on various criteria namely,
energy reserve, density of the network or node identifier. Unlike in power adjustment or power mode approaches, the clustering approach constructs a topology
with hierarchical structures that are scalable and simple to manage. The advantage of clustering is that a certain task can be restricted to a set of nodes called
clusterheads and they can be assigned for collecting, processing and forwarding packets from non-clusterheads. This mechanism provides an efficient network organization. Other attractive features of the clustering approaches include
the load balancing and data aggregation offered for prolonged network lifetime.
Load balancing allows the role of clusterheads to be rotated among nodes with
a higher remaining energy to achieve fair load distribution. In some clustering
approaches, the selection of the clusterheads remains fixed. Hence, clusterheads
typically experience faster energy depletion because they are heavily loaded with
various tasks. This problem is overcome by randomizing the selection of clusterheads to distribute loads fairly among nodes in the network.
Many of the clustering approaches construct the virtual backbone using the connected dominating set (CDS) concept [BDTC04]. A CDS has been widely used as
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a topology control to conserve network energy resources. A dominating set (DS)
is defined as a subset of nodes in a graph such that each node not in the subset
has at least one direct neighbor that belongs to the subset [DP04]. If the nodes
in the dominating set form a connected graph, the set is called a CDS. Figure
2.8 shows an example of a CDS generated in a network that consists of fourteen
nodes. In this figure, nodes u, v, w, x, y and z form the backbone to perform
data forwarding while the remaining nodes do not participate in data forwarding. This strategy reduces the communication overhead and energy. The CDS is
a well-known technique that offers scalability, provides various energy management strategies to extend the network lifetime and reduces the communication
overheads in the network. Thus, the following section includes three CDS algorithms used for topology control.

Figure 2.8: A backbone in the network built using a CDS.

The CDS algorithms can be classified into two categories based on the method
used for constructing the CDS. They are single initiator and multiple initiator
approaches.
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Single Initiator Algorithm

The concept of single initiator algorithms is to find a CDS by growing a tree
rooted at a sink node called initiator until all nodes are greedily added to the
tree. Thus, the CDS generation is a sequential process. This section provides a
single initiator algorithm.

Energy-efficient Distributed Connecting Dominating Sets (ECDS) Yuanyuan
et al. [YJY06] presented ECDS to solve the energy constraints in wireless sensor
networks and minimize the size of a CDS. ECDS constructs the CDS in two phases
as illustrated in Figure 2.9. It first constructs a dominating set which is a maximal
independent set (MIS) and then finds gateway nodes to connect the MIS. A MIS
is defined as an independent set (IS) that is not a subset of any other IS [LW09].
An IS of graph G is a subset of V where no two nodes within the set have an edge.
The notation V refers to a set of vertices V in graph G. Therefore, every MIS is a
dominating set (DS) which is not connected.
ECDS uses a coloring technique to identify nodes during the CDS construction.
Initially, all nodes are in white color and at the end of the first phase, nodes will
either be in black or gray color. The black nodes form a MIS while the gray nodes
are the non-MIS nodes. After the completion of the second phase, all nodes in the
network are either in blue color or in gray color. The blue nodes form the CDS.
In ECDS, nodes regularly broadcast messages to notify and update their status
and weight to neighbors. The nodes with the largest weight are chosen as the MIS
and CDS nodes. The weight is calculated based on the node’s residual energy and
effective degree. The effective degree is defined by the number of neighbors each
node has.
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Figure 2.9: The construction of a CDS in ECDS.

The first phase starts with an initiator volunteering to be a MIS node and coloring
itself black. It then sends a black message to its neighbors. The white neighbors
that receive the message are colored gray (non-MIS nodes) and they broadcast a
gray message to their white neighbors to update their color change. The white
nodes receiving the gray message will then be chosen as MIS nodes if they have
the largest weight. This process continues until there are no more white node left
in the network. The second phase starts when all nodes in the network are in
gray or black color. It begins with initiator sending a blue message to neighbors
to find gateways to connect the MIS. The gray nodes with the highest weight that
receive this message will become blue nodes. The CDS generation continues until
all blue nodes are connected and there are no more black node left in the network.

Multiple Initiator Algorithms

In multiple initiator algorithms, multiple nodes are simultaneously elected as initiators to generate a CDS. Two distributed multiple algorithms are presented in
this section.
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Power Aware Connected Dominating Set (PACDS) Wu et al. [WGS01] proposed a simple algorithm based on the CDS concept. PACDS finds a CDS using
a simple marking process. PACDS improves the work proposed in [WL99] to
achieve two goals. The first goal is to construct a small size CDS while the second goal is to prolong the lifetime of nodes. In a CDS, nodes in the backbone are
commonly overloaded with various tasks and they are the first to be drained of
energy in the network. Load balancing can overcome this problem by randomizing the role of the backbone among nodes with higher remaining energy.
The construction of PACDS involves two stages as shown in Figure 2.10. The
first stage is the formation of a CDS. Initially, node u broadcasts a hello message
to its neighbor to gather neighbor information. If node u has two unconnected
neighbors, it will be marked as a CDS node. The second stage is the pruning
process, in which redundant CDS nodes are removed to reduce the size of the
CDS constructed. The pruning process is required because the size of the CDS
formed during the first stage is not minimal. Two rules that are based on node
ID are used for the CDS removal. The pruning rules state that if node u has
a neighbor with higher ID which can cover all of its neighbors or if u has two
connected neighbors with higher ID which can cover all of its neighbors, u can be
eliminated from the CDS.
Other than using node ID, PACDS introduces additional pruning rules to the
CDS using node degree and residual energy. The first additional pruning rule
uses node degree with an aim to keep the size of CDS as small as possible. The
second additional rule uses the residual energy to gain prolonged node lifespan.
The residual energy rule gives higher priority to nodes with a higher energy level
to become a clusterhead and removes the lower energy level nodes from the CDS.
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Figure 2.10: The generation of a CDS in PACDS.

Topology Management by Priority Ordering (TMPO)

TMPO [BGLA03] is a

dynamic algorithm that considers movement and residual energy when forming
a backbone. TMPO introduces the concept of gateways and doorways (which is
adopted from clustering method) to connect the dominating sets. There are several outstanding features of TMPO. First, the formation of minimal dominating
sets and CDS is free from any negotiation process, thus unnecessary overheads
involved during the clusterhead election are avoided. Second, an identifier called
node priority is calculated periodically, allowing the role of clusterhead to be rotated among nodes to extend the network lifetime. Third, the algorithm incorporates the mobility and energy capacity of nodes through the use of parameter
known as willingness value. Fourth, apart from gateway and clusterhead, TMPO
adds a new function called doorway that bridges two clusterheads.
There are two phases involved in the construction of a CDS as shown in Figure
2.11. The first phase is the clusterhead election process. It finds the clusterheads
that can create a minimal dominating set in the network to minimize the size
of the CDS. The selection of clusterheads is made according to the priority rule.
A node becomes a clusterhead if it has the highest priority among its one-hop
neighbors or its two-hop neighbors. The priority considers the identifier of the
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node’s neighbor, present time and willingness value. The willingness value is assigned to each node as a function of node mobility and energy level. The priority
values are changed periodically to provide random election of clusterheads and
these values are unique.
In the second phase, doorway and gateway nodes are elected and they connect
the minimal dominating set generated in the previous phase to form a CDS. A
doorway node is described as the node that can connect two clusterheads that
are separated three hops away and there are no other clusterheads between them.
The doorway must have the highest priority between the two clusterheads. The
gateway node is defined as the highest priority node that can connect two clusterheads two hops away or connect one clusterhead and one doorway separated
two hops away and there are no other clusterheads between them. After the election of gateway and doorway nodes, the CDS is formed.

Figure 2.11: The construction of a CDS in TMPO.

2.3.4 Hybrid Approaches
The hybrid approach is a topology control technique that uses a clustering approach in combination with power adjustment or power mode approaches. For
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instance, SPAN [CJBM02] combines the clustering approach with the power mode
approach in which the non-clusterheads that are sitting idle are switched to the
sleep mode. Another example is the CLUSTERPOW [KK03] algorithm which integrates the clustering approach with the power adjustment approach to achieve
additional energy saving. The following section discusses three hybrid algorithms that aim to conserve energy.

Energy-efficient Coordination (SPAN) The SPAN [CJBM02] algorithm is a hybrid of power mode and clustering approaches. It selects a subset of nodes to
form a forwarding backbone using a CDS approach. The backbone is capable
of forwarding packets, maintaining network connectivity and preserving network capacity. Based on local decisions, nodes in SPAN decide whether they
should join or sleep in the forwarding backbone. Nodes in the forwarding backbone are called coordinator nodes while the remainder are called non-coordinator
nodes. Non-coordinator nodes remain in a sleep mode to save power and periodically wake up to exchange traffic with coordinator nodes. They constantly
check whether they need to participate in coordinator election or coordinator
withdrawal. One of the main features of SPAN is the use of the power saving features of 802.11 to improve routing throughput and packet delivery latency. Using
SPAN on top of 802.11 power saving mode allows packets sent to a sleep node
to be stored temporarily at its neighbor. The packets are later retrieved when the
node wakes up, thus preventing packet loss.
SPAN is designed to meet the following four goals [CJBM02]. First, it elects a
sufficient number of coordinators such that every node is in the radio range of at
least one coordinator to provide network connectivity. Second, it employs a load
balancing technique that rotates the coordinators so that the coordinator task is
fairly distributed among all nodes. Third, it tries to minimize the number of
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coordinators (CDS) without suffering a significant loss of capacity or increased
latency. As a result, the connected dominating set in SPAN may not be the minimal connected dominating set. Fourth, the coordinator election is based on local
information gathered at each node. Each node consults the state stored in local
routing tables during the election process.
The operation of SPAN is governed by two processes called coordinator election
and coordinator withdrawal. The information needed for a node to withdraw or
elect itself as a coordinator is exchanged among neighbors via HELLO messages.
During coordinator election, a non-coordinator node periodically determines if
it should become a coordinator node or not based on the coordinator eligibility
rule. The rule states that a non-coordinator node will become a coordinator if
it finds two neighbors which cannot reach each other directly or through one or
two coordinators. In the case of announcement contention, when multiple nodes
decide to become a coordinator at the same time, SPAN uses a random backoff delay to resolve the contention. The potential coordinator node delays the
coordinator announcement and re-sends the coordinator announcement at the
end of the delay to re-evaluate its eligibility. It then becomes a coordinator if
the eligibility rule is still valid. The back-off delay is a function which considers
the energy level of nodes and the ability of nodes to connect additional pairs of
nodes among their neighbors. The energy level in this case refers to the ratio of
the remaining energy level to the maximum energy supply at each node.
During coordinator withdrawal, each node periodically checks if it should withdraw as a coordinator. The rule states that a coordinator must withdraw if each
pair of its neighbors can reach each other directly or via one or two other coordinators. The withdrawal coordinator is marked as a tentative coordinator and
it remains in this state for a certain duration of time, WT before withdrawing its
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coordinator status if other nodes can connect its neighbors. This process also ensures that the coordinator’s role is rotated among other nodes. Results of SPAN
indicate that it can preserve network connectivity, maintain capacity and provide
significant energy savings. SPAN simulations show that the system lifetime with
SPAN is more than a factor of two better than without SPAN.

Cluster Power (CLUSTERPOW) The CLUSTERPOW [KK03] algorithm joins
the clustering approach with the power control approach to gain network connectivity, network capacity and energy-efficiency. The design of CLUSTERPOW is
motivated by the limitation of COMPOW [NKSK02] in dealing with non-homogeneous
node distributions. The choice of using a minimum common power level in
COMPOW is not appropriate for non-homogeneous networks because the lowest
common power level is determined by a faraway node. For illustration, consider
node u in Figure 2.12. All the nodes within the cluster C1 use the power level
1mW to communicate. When a node w joins the network, the rest of the nodes in
cluster C1 are forced to use unnecessarily higher power level of 100mW to communicate with node w. As a result, the minimum common power level is set to
a much higher level. As a solution, CLUSTERPOW offers a joint topology control and routing solution that selects an optimum minimum power level for each
cluster. CLUSTERPOW provides implicit clustering which means that the small
transmit power control chosen automatically creates clusters. Consequently it
has no clusterheads or gateways.
Similarly to COMPOW, CLUSTERPOW requires each node to keep separate routing tables, one for each power level constructed using exchanged HELLO messages. It also employs parallel modularity at the network layer by running multiple routing daemons as in COMPOW. When node u has a message to send to
node v, it computes the lowest transmit power level P such that the destination is
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Figure 2.12: The CLUSTERPOW multihop routing uses a smaller power to create
a non-homogeneous network.
reachable in multiple hops by using the power levels smaller than P . This process
is executed at the source, and at every intermediate node along the route from the
source to the destination. For example, the network in Figure 2.12 has three levels
of clustering corresponding to power levels of 1mW, 10mW and 100mW. To transmit from node u to node v, a power level of 100mW is used at each hop until the
packet gets to the 10mW cluster. Then 10mW is used at each hop and the transmit
power is lowered down to 1mW as the packet gets closer to the destination.

Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) LEACH was introduced
in [HCB00] to reduce energy consumption in a wireless sensor network (WSN)
by means of clustering, data aggregation, load balancing and TDMA/CDMA.
LEACH integrates the clustering approach and power mode approach to prolong network lifetime. In WSNs, a considerable amount of energy is involved
when all nodes participate in data transmission over long distance. The use of
clustering can minimize the energy spent by limiting the number of nodes that
participate in long distance transmissions. In clustering, only clusterhead nodes
can transmit data to the base station. To compress the amount of transmitted
data, LEACH assigns data aggregation and fusion tasks to the clusterhead nodes.
LEACH uses a load balancing mechanism that periodically rotates the role of
clusterhead nodes. Fair and uniform election of clusterhead nodes are also used
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to ensure that nodes die randomly. LEACH uses TDMA to reduce intra-cluster
communications which solves collision, hidden problems, overhearing and idle
listening. This is achieved by switching-off the radios of non-clusterhead nodes
when they are not in use. LEACH uses CDMA to overcome the collisions among
clusterhead nodes competing for simultaneous data transmissions to the base stations.
The operation of LEACH is divided into rounds with each round consisting of
two phases. Figure 2.13 shows the two phases. The set-up phase is responsible
for cluster formation while the steady-state phase is responsible for data forwarding operations to the base station. The set-up phase begins with clusterhead election. The clusterhead election is rotated in each round to provide uniform load
distribution and extend the node’s lifetime. Clusterheads are elected randomly
according to two criteria. The criteria are based on the suggested percentage of
clusterheads (decided a priori) and the number of times the node has been a clusterhead. Therefore, the chances of a node becoming a clusterhead are low if it
has been selected as a clusterhead in the previous round. The elected clusterhead
nodes then broadcast their election to the rest of the nodes in the network. The
non-clusterhead nodes that receive the broadcast will then measure the signal
strength received in order to choose a cluster. The nodes will join the cluster with
the largest signal strength value and inform the clusterhead nodes of their decision. This information is required by the clusterhead nodes to create a TDMA
schedule for each member in the cluster.
In the steady-state phase, nodes that are scheduled for data transmission will
begin their data transmission to the clusterhead node. The nodes that are not
scheduled for transmission will switch to sleep mode to conserve power. The
data received by the clusterhead nodes are aggregated or fused to compress the
size before being sent to the base station. After a certain time, the next round
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starts again and the two phases are repeated.

Figure 2.13: The construction of clusters and integration of the power mode approach in LEACH.

2.4 Comparative Evaluation of Distributed Topology
Control Algorithms
So far, twelve algorithms have been discussed and classified into four categories
based on the energy-efficient mechanisms that they use for constructing a network topology.
This section provides a detailed evaluation of the performance of the algorithms,
in which they are first compared against the cost metrics in Section 2.2.2 and then
thoroughly discussed in Section 2.4.1. Based on this discussion, the overall comparison among them which include the advantages and disadvantages is given.
Finally, the detailed discussion of the network lifetime definition used in each algorithm is provided in Section 2.4.2 to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of
the definition.
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Algorithm

Localized

Time
Message
Connec- Mobility
Complexity
Complexity
tivity
Power Adjustment Algorithms
O(V 3 )
n/a
High
Low
2
O(V )
n/a
High
Low
n/a
O(P n)
Low
Low
Power Mode Algorithms
n/a
O(V )
Low
Low
n/a
n/a
Low
No
n/a
n/a
Low
No
Clustering Algorithms
O(∆2 ) − O(n3 ) O(n∆) − O(n2 )
Low
Low
O(n)
O(n)
Low
No
n/a
n/a
High
High
Hybrid Algorithms
O(n)
O(n)
Low
Low
n/a
O(P n)
Low
Low
O(n)
O(n)
Low
Low

MECN
SMECN
COMPOW

Yes
Yes
No

GAF
STEM
ASCENT

No
Yes
Yes

PACDS
ECDS
TMPO

Yes
Yes
Yes

SPAN
CLUSTERPOW
LEACH

Yes
No
Yes

Table 2.1: Comparison of the algorithms. In the table, n represents the total number of nodes, V is the number of neighbors, P is the number of transmit power
levels, and ∆ is the maximum degree in the graph. Also, n/a represents the cases
if the authors of a study do not provide the relevant information.

2.4.1 Overall Comparison of the Topology Control Algorithms
In this section, the cost metrics are used to measure the quality of a network topology constructed by the twelve algorithms. To provide fair comparison among the
algorithms, the cost comparison and its discussion are presented according to the
previously presented four categories namely power adjustment, power mode,
clustering and hybrid. Table 2.1 summarizes the comparison of the algorithms in
all four categories.

Power Adjustment Approach The discussion of the three power adjustment
algorithms is provided in this section.
MECN guarantees strong connectivity of the network. In the worst case condition, every node is able to maintain communication links with all the nodes inside
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its enclosure [RM99]. MECN also generates a sparse network, which means that
the number of links increases linearly with the number of nodes in the network.
The impacts of the sparse network are the reduction in the level of interference
and improvement in the energy conservation. However, there are several assumptions made in the MECN algorithm. The assumption that all nodes know
their exact location in the deployment region by means of a global positioning
system (GPS) is impractical. This is due to the message overhead incurred for
updating location information and also installing additional hardware. MECN
also assumes that each node can communicate with all its neighbors and neglects
the obstacles that usually exist in the deployment region between two nodes. Another downside of MECN is its reliance on an explicit propagation channel model
to compute the relay region and enclosure graph [San05a]. For example, in order
to determine the lowest energy route, nodes need to compute all the possible
routes based on the actual transmit power level. Therefore realistic propagation
channel conditions must be used when computing the optimum topology. One
main challenge reported in [RM99] is to limit the search region so that the algorithm terminates. When nodes are highly mobile, the computation of relay nodes
and enclosure region can be energy consuming. The time complexity of MECN
given in [SCCZ07] is O(V 3 ), where V is the number of neighbors of a node. Even
though the message overhead of MECN is not provided, it is believed that a considerable message overhead is also introduced during the second phase, in which
MECN relies on global information to compute the best topology. MECN is designed for static or slowly changing networks. Nevertheless, because of its localized property it is also appropriate for mobile networks but possibly at the
expense of a relatively high message overhead.
SMECN uses the same network model and energy model as in MECN [RM99].
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Thus it exhibits all the advantages and disadvantages of MECN which are relevant to these two models. SMECN outperforms MECN in terms of power efficiency and time efficiency due to its smaller generated subgraph. The time complexity of SMECN is O(V 2 ) [SCCZ07]. It converges faster than MECN because the
subgraph constructed has a fewer number of links that can also result in lower
link maintenance costs and achieve a significant energy saving [LW01]. It is observed that during neighbor search, the choice of transmit power is influenced by
network density. For instance, a lower transmission power is sufficient to enclose
a dense network whereas a much higher transmission power is needed to enclose
a sparse network. This suggests that SMECN may not be a power efficient solution for sparse networks where the maximum transmission power is frequently
used [SCCZ07]. In such cases, the battery of nodes can quickly drain and shorten
the network lifetime.
COMPOW has a modular structure that allows topology control to be plugged
into any proactive routing protocol, thus making it flexible. However there are
several shortcomings of COMPOW. The first shortcoming is its significant message overhead. Each node runs six different power levels and exchanges significant link state information with other nodes to set the optimum power level.
This process creates extra message overhead, which may exhaust the nodes’ energy reserve and shorten the nodes’ lifetime. The decision on setting the optimum power level is also made based on the global information provided by
various routing tables running multiple power levels. As a result, it incurs a considerable message overhead to maintain and update the network topology. In
the worst case scenario COMPOW’s message overhead is O(P n) [SBC03], where
P is the number of power levels used by nodes while n is the total number of
nodes in the network. Obviously, a significant message overhead is required if
nodes run more power levels. In practical situations P can reach as high as 10
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as reported in [San05b]. The second shortcoming of COMPOW is apparent in a
non-homogeneous network whereby nodes are required to converge to a much
higher common power level set by a new node joining the network that resides
faraway from the majority of the nodes. As a result, a higher transmit power is
used to maintain the network graph, thus defeating the purpose of minimizing
power consumption through the use of a minimum common power level.

Power Mode Approach The discussion of the three power mode algorithms is
provided in this section.
GAF connectivity is very much influenced by the network density and the accuracy of nodes’ radio model. In dense networks, the connectivity and routing
fidelity are guaranteed by the existence of multiple communication paths. But in
sparse networks the connectivity and routing fidelity are low if no active node
is present in a grid. GAF is a location-based algorithm. It depends heavily on
the availability of global location information to form virtual grids and associate
nodes with the grids. Although the information provided by the global location
information is highly accurate, the use of the global location information places
a burden on the networks that have limited resources. The network lifetime also
increases proportionally with the node density. The network lifetime extension is
more significant in a dense network because of the large amount of energy saving
achieved by powering down many redundant nodes that participate in routing.
In contrast, the network lifetime saving may not be apparent in a sparse network.
GAF promises small communication overhead. Each node broadcasts only one
message during the discovery and active states. The message overhead of GAF is
O(V ), where V represents the number of neighbors of each node.
STEM exploits the node redundancy to gain energy saving in the network. Similarly to GAF, the energy saving achieved by a dense network is much higher
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than the energy saving achieved by a sparse network. This is contributed to by
the fact that the dense network has more redundant nodes that can be rigorously
switched to sleep mode. STEM assumes that nodes in the network mostly reside
in the monitoring state and they have infrequent data forwarding activities. This
assumption implies that STEM is an application-specific algorithm, thus STEM is
energy-efficient for sensor nodes that have an occasional data transfer which is
triggered by an event. STEM requires nodes to turn on the radios of the receiver
nodes and the subsequent nodes along the communication paths prior to data
transfer. These nodes must also wait for an acknowledgment from the receiver
nodes. Hence, there is a probability of nodes experiencing delay which could lead
to a data latency issue. The advantage of STEM is that nodes rely on local information to decide their wake-up time. The decision to switch to sleep mode is also
made locally whereby nodes immediately turn off their radios after transferring
data. A significant energy saving is also gained when nodes spend the majority
of their time in this mode. But a regular periodic switching between the sleep
and active states to listen for incoming packets typically consumes a significant
amount of energy. In STEM, the energy consumption associated with this switching process is not specified. In addition, the time, space and message overheads
for setting up and transferring data are not mentioned. The connectivity of STEM
is defined by the average number of neighbors M which is given by

M=

N R2 π
.
L2

(2.4.1)

where N is the total number of nodes in the network, R is the transmission range
of nodes and L is the length of the square field. The strong connectivity is possible
for a dense network deployed in a small region.
ASCENT takes advantage of the redundancy of node density to prolong network
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lifetime like GAF and STEM. This means that the energy saving is significant
when nodes are densely deployed in the network. The advantages of ASCENT
lie in its flexibility and adaptive mechanisms that allow parameters to be tuned
to cater for the requirements of applications. However, setting the parameters to
accurately reflect the requirements of applications is not a simple task, which can
make ASCENT impractical. The parameters involved are the neighbor threshold
(N T ) value, the loss threshold (LT ) value, the sleep timer Tt value, the passive
timer Tp value and the sleep timer Ts value. The (N T ) value can be adjusted to
optimize the network connectivity. By setting the (N T ) to a much lower value, the
average degree will be lower thus resulting in low connectivity in the network.
The low connectivity can partition the network when the energy of active nodes
is depleted. The (LT ) parameter specifies the maximum amount of data losses
that a network can withstand. When the data loss rate exceeds the (LT ) value,
nodes in the passive state will be switched to the active state to participate in data
forwarding. The decision on the (LT ) value is made based on the application of
the network. For example, networks that are highly mobile tend to experience
high data losses whereas networks that are used for environmental monitoring
such as a bushfire event are likely to have low data losses.
The Tt , Tp and Ts values define the amount of time a node stays in the test, passive
and sleep states, respectively. The choices of Tt , Tp and Ts values trade-off the
energy saving with the decision quality. For example, setting the Tp to a larger
value means that nodes will have sufficient time to collect data losses information
from their neighbors enabling them to make further decisions. This contributes
to the high accuracy of ASCENT but at the expense of high energy consumption
associated with turning on more nodes’ radios. When Ts is set larger, the energy
saving is improved but the number of nodes in the passive state drops. These
nodes are used to back-up the active nodes and are required to join them when
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the connectivity of the network is low. Consider the case when the connectivity
of the network is very low due to the depletion of energy in active nodes and
there is no node in the passive state. The network may experience partitioning if
the active nodes are the only links connecting to other nodes. The time, message
and space complexity of ASCENT are not provided.

Clustering Approach The discussion of the three clustering algorithms is provided in this section.
PACDS uses a simple marking process to calculate a CDS. This process provides
a quick and simple way to build the network backbone. PACDS requires one
round of message exchanges for the marking process and one more round for
the pruning process. Thus, PACDS can be completed in a constant number of
rounds. Wu et al. [WGS01] claimed that the time complexity to calculate the CDS
is O(∆2 ), where ∆ is the maximum node degree in the graph. The message complexity is given by O(n∆), where n is the total number of vertices or nodes in
the graph [WGS01]. However, these claims are refuted in [WAF04], in which the
time and message complexity of PACDS may be higher. According to [WAF04],
in the pruning process, a node u may need to examine as many as O(∆2 ) pairs
of neighbors. Also, for each pair of neighbors, as much as O(∆) time may be
taken to find out whether such a pair of neighbors together dominates all other
neighbors of u. Hence, the time complexity of PACDS could possibly be as high
as O(n3 ). The estimated message complexity of PACDS is actually O(m) where
m is the number of edges in the unit-disk graph, as each edge contributes to two
messages in the first stage [WAF04]. The number of edges m can be as many as
O(n2 ). Therefore, the accurate message complexity of PACDS is O(n2 ), instead of
O(n∆). Due to the disagreement in the time and message complexities of PACDS
in the literature, Table 2.1 specifies the range of these complexities. In PACDS,
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each time a topology changes a backbone is reconstructed to update the changes.
Frequent topology changes triggered by highly mobile nodes can waste the energy resources in the network. Therefore, PACDS is only appropriate for static
and low mobility networks.
ECDS employs local information to achieve a desired global property. The simulation result in ECDS shows that nodes in ECDS can survive longer than in
PACDS [WGS01]. It is proven in [YJY06] that the message complexity of the
ECDS algorithm is O(n) because in the worst condition each node sends out one
message during each phase. The time complexity of ECDS is also O(n), which
is estimated from the construction of the MIS. But the message complexity in
ECDS is possibly higher than reported in [YJY06]. This is due to the frequent exchange of messages during the search of MIS and connector nodes. Therefore, the
ECDS algorithm is appropriate for static networks. In the second phase, the decision to choose a connector node is made according to the weight metric. Hence,
MIS nodes need to compare the weight of their neighbors and consult with other
nodes before appointing a connector. This process may impose a high message
overhead. The connectivity of the network is guaranteed as long as the CDS
remained connected. The correctness of ECDS in constructing a CDS has been
proven in [YJY06].
TMPO offers several advantages. First, TMPO performs a local computation
on the minimal dominating set (MDS) based on two-hop neighbors information.
Second, it uses a priority parameter that considers the node movement and energy level. As a result, the node with a higher energy level and low mobility has a
higher chance to become a clusterhead. The priority parameter is used to achieve
a stable topology. An unstable network that requires frequent topology constructions is computationally expensive. Different mobility environments have been
used to test the stability of the topology constructed by TMPO. Therefore, TMPO
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is suitable for low and high mobility networks. Third, the clusterhead election
is also rotated after some period of time to distribute the load fairly. The performance analysis of TMPO shows that it has better load balancing capability and
higher topology maintenance stability against other heuristics. The willingness
value in TMPO is used to control the network connectivity. The clusterheads that
are highly mobile are likely to be disconnected from their neighbors. In order to
avoid the network partitioning, TMPO adjusts the willingness value to a much
lower value to remove the clusterheads from the dominating sets. The disadvantage of TMPO is the difficulty in managing the hierarchical structure of the
network. TMPO requires at most 3-hop away neighbor information to find doorway and gateway nodes. Any changes in the role of clusterhead, host, doorway
or gateway will require nodes to propagate changes to their neighbors, resulting
in a delay for updating the topology changes.

Hybrid Approach The discussion of the three hybrid algorithms is provided in
this section.
SPAN combines the clustering approach with the power mode approach to allow
idle non-CDS nodes to switch to sleep mode, thus conserving energy consumption and simplifying the switching mode operation. The sleeping nodes are also
able to receive packets because SPAN runs on top of 802.11 ad hoc power saving
mode. Thus, SPAN minimizes packet losses and packet retransmissions. However, the power saving mode feature can limit SPAN’s ability to save energy if
nodes frequently switch from sleep mode to active mode to listen for traffic advertisements. The message complexity of SPAN is O(n) since each node exchanges
one message during the coordinator announcement or coordinator withdrawal
[LW09]. The time complexity of SPAN is O(n) because SPAN needs to consider n
total number of nodes in the network for constructing the CDS backbone [LW09].
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SPAN has to piggyback HELLO information onto the broadcast updates, thus it is
dependent on the routing protocol. SPAN is practical because it does not require
any location information system to determine the position of nodes. In SPAN, the
location information is provided by the GOD module of ns through the exchange
of HELLO messages. However, the location given by the GOD module is less
accurate than the location given by a location information system. In SPAN, each
node needs to keep a maximum of 3-hop neighborhood information for coordinator announcement and withdrawal processes. Maintaining and updating the
3-hop information may impose a significant message overhead. The connectivity of SPAN is low since it is governed by the rules used during the coordinator
announcement and withdrawal.
CLUSTERPOW provides an implicit and adaptive clustering approach. It is not
tightly coupled to a specific routing protocol and therefore it can be used with
any routing protocol. Since CLUSTERPOW is an extension of COMPOW, it can
be used in a homogeneous network by setting the common power to a minimum
value. CLUSTERPOW does not have any leader or gateway and the clusters are
automatically generated when the power level is chosen. This attribute simplifies
the cluster formation process as nodes do not need to elect clusterheads or gateways. In this way, the energy resources consumed for electing the clusterhead
nodes and building the clusters can be saved. The architecture of CLUSTERPOW
is similar to COMPOW hence, its message overhead is determined by the number
of power levels used in the network. The CLUSTERPOW’s overhead is O(P n),
where P is the number of power levels used by nodes while n is the total number of nodes in the network. CLUSTERPOW depends on global information in
deciding on the minimum power level needed for routing because each node has
to consult the master routing table. The master routing table is formed by taking an input from different routing tables. The message overhead for building
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and maintaining the multiple power routing levels is significantly high. The advantage of CLUSTERPOW is that its’ design has been tested on CISCO wireless
card and its correctness has been verified. Even though Kawadia et al. [KK03]
experienced a technical problem when changing the transmit power level, they
managed to test it on laptops. Thus, the practical implementation of CLUSTERPOW is guaranteed.
LEACH is energy-efficient and offers network lifetime extension. It is a localized
algorithm that allows each node to gather information from its neighbors to form
clusters. Each node sends out one message during cluster set-up, thus the message and time complexity of LEACH are low. The message and time complexity
of LEACH are O(n), where n is the total number of nodes in the network [LW09].
Unlike other clustering or hybrid approaches, LEACH uses data aggregation to
compress the size of messages before sending them to the base station. It reduces
the energy involved in transmitting a large amount of data over long distance.
However, there are several drawbacks of LEACH. First, LEACH executes many
tasks. Therefore, the operation of LEACH is quite complicated. Each clusterhead
node is assigned for data aggregation, TDMA scheduling and data forwarding
tasks. These demanding tasks can drain the energy of the clusterhead nodes and
shorten the lifetime of the nodes. Second, the clusterhead nodes use long distance
transmission to send data directly to the base station. In other words, LEACH
has a scalability issue in which it did not exploit the multihop communication
between two clusters that can contribute to energy saving and network scalability. The scalability issue of LEACH has been addressed in HEED [YF04], in which
HEED proposed inter-cluster routing between clusterhead nodes to support multihop communication with the base station. Third, LEACH assumes that all nodes
have data to transmit whereas in practice this assumption maybe untrue, hence
energy is wasted. Fourth, the criteria adopted for the clusterhead selection do not
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account for the remaining energy capacity at each node. As a result, it is possible
that the node with a lower energy level is selected as a clusterhead node. Thus,
it can shorten the network lifetime as it does not have sufficient energy to perform various tasks assigned to it. Finally, even though the use of TDMA-based
schedule can avoid multiple retransmissions, it is not easy to synchronize nodes.
Based on the discussion of the twelve topology control algorithms, their features
in terms of advantages and disadvantages are highlighted and summarized in
Table 2.2.
From the discussion in Section 2.4.1, the energy conservation strategies adopted
by the algorithms are highlighted and they are listed in Table 2.3.

2.4.2 Evaluation based on the Network Lifetime Definition
Most topology control algorithms discussed in Section 2.4.1 strive to achieve a
common objective to increase the lifetime of WSNs. As mentioned in Section
2.2.3, different definitions were typically used by these algorithms to estimate
the network lifetime. This section presents the definitions adopted and evaluates
their impact on the topology control performance. Their merits and drawbacks
are given.
Table 2.4 summarizes the network lifetime definitions of all algorithms. It can
be seen that MECN, COMPOW, STEM, ASCENT, TMPO and CLUSTERPOW do
not have a network lifetime definition. Even though the definition of the network lifetime is application-specific, majority of the algorithms in Table 2.4 do
not specify a possible application for WSNs, apart from STEM.
SMECN defines the network lifetime as the number of nodes remaining alive over
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Algorithm

Highlights of the Algorithms
Advantage(s)
Disadvantage(s)

Power Adjustment Algorithms
Strong connectivity
Needs a GPS to build topology
SMECN
Strong connectivity.
More Needs a GPS to build topolpower and time efficient than ogy
MECN
COMPOW
Practical-based topology con- High message overhead for
trol. Built on a wireless testbed computing multiple power
levels
Power Mode Algorithms
GAF
Low communication overhead
Relies on GPS to compute the
grid and allocate nodes into
the grid
STEM
Energy-efficient
for
event- Trade-off energy savings
triggered applications
with setup latency
ASCENT
Self-reconfigurable and adap- Possibly fast energy depletive to react to applications’ dy- tion among active nodes due
namic events
to uneven load distribution
Clustering Algorithms
PACDS
Simple and quick to calculate Not feasible for mobile netthe CDS and location service- work
free
ECDS
Energy remained at nodes is High message overhead
considered for CDS construction
TMPO
Stable topology and load balanc- High message overhead and
ing features. Appropriate for computationally intensive
high mobility networks
Hybrid Algorithms
SPAN
Location service-free and ex- Nodes have to periodically
ploits the advantage of power wake-up and listen for traffic
saving 802.11 for routing
advertisements
CLUSTERPOW Easy maintenance of clusters Significant message overand practical implementation on head for computing multiple
a wireless card
power levels
LEACH
Offers various energy-efficient Complicated
tasks
permechanisms
formed by clusterheads and
not scalable
MECN

Table 2.2: A highlight of the features of various distributed topology control algorithms.
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Energy conservation strategies
Use
Control the Alternate to Apply load Aggregate
minimum
transmit
sleep mode balancing
data
energy path
power
Power Adjustment Algorithms
MECN
Yes
Yes
Possible
No
No
SMECN
Yes
Yes
Possible
No
No
COMPOW
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Power Mode Algorithms
STEM
No
No
Yes
No
No
ASCENT
No
No
Yes
No
No
GAF
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Clustering Algorithms
PACDS
No
No
No
Yes
No
ECDS
No
No
No
Yes
No
TMPO
No
No
Possible
Yes
No
Hybrid Algorithms
SPAN
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
CLUSTERPOW
No
Yes
No
No
No
LEACH
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Algorithm

Table 2.3: The strategies employed for energy conservation in topology control.
some duration of time. A simulation was conducted to compare the network lifetime performance of SMECN over MECN. The result shows that SMECN has
more alive nodes than in MECN. However, the lifetime measured by this definition alone is not accurate because it cannot represent the criticality of nodes.
Since SMECN chooses the path that has the minimum energy routes, each node
tends to send messages to the base station via the same route through its closest
neighbors. The nodes along this route are the critical ones that can experience
faster energy depletion and early death.
Another important metric to be considered in the network lifetime definition is
the connectivity of the network to the base station. In certain applications such
as data monitoring, the failure of transmitting data to the base station is used
to describe the end of the network lifetime though the number of alive nodes is
significantly high. In SMECN, the connectivity to the base station is defined by
the number of alive nodes which remain connected to the base station. SMECN
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Algorithm

MECN
SMECN

COMPOW
STEM
ASCENT
GAF

PACDS
ECDS
TMPO
SPAN
CLUSTERPOW
LEACH

Network lifetime definition
Power Adjustment Algorithms
None
1. Number of alive nodes
2. Number of alive nodes connected to
the base station
None
Power Mode Algorithms
None
None
1. Fraction of alive nodes
2. Time the packet delivery ratio drops
Clustering Algorithms
The time the first node dies
The time the network survives
None
Hybrid Algorithms
The fraction of remaining
CDS nodes
None
The number of alive nodes

Target
application
No
No

No
Activity monitoring
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No

Table 2.4: The definitions used by topology control algorithms to measure the
network lifetime of WSNs.

uses this definition to describe the ability of the network to communicate with
the base station. Incorporating this definition with the number of alive nodes
provides more accurate definition of the network lifetime. For example, consider
a scenario in which the number of alive nodes is low but the network can still
provide a useful task of transmitting data to the base station. In this case, the
network should be considered alive if both network lifetime definitions are used.
GAF uses two metrics to define the network lifetime. The first metric measures
the network lifetime as the fraction of survived nodes as a function of time. The
network lifetime metric is used to analyze the performance of GAF under both
low mobility (1 m/s) and high mobility (20 m/s) patterns. GAF considers a range
of pause times to indicate node movements. The shorter pause time represents
moving nodes whereas the longer pause time represents no node movement.
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GAF shows that nodes with shorter pause times result in better network lifetimes
than nodes with longer pause times. This is because the moving nodes possibly
move into grids with fewer nodes allowing them to share the load with other
nodes.
The second metric employed to define the network lifetime is the time t until
the monitored packet delivery ratio drops dramatically. This definition measures
how long the network can successfully deliver packets until the ratio drops below
a certain threshold value. It measures the ability of GAF to connect to the base
station.
GAF uses both metrics to define the network lifetime because the use of either the
first or second metric alone is insufficiently accurate to represent the network lifetime. Consider the case of using the fraction of alive nodes to define the network
lifetime. Since the network lifetime of GAF is closely related to the density of the
network, under a dense network the small fraction of alive nodes can deliver the
traffic without affecting routing fidelity, whereas in a sparse network the routing
might be disrupted. The second metric on the other hand requires one to define
an appropriate packet delivery ratio. However, the method to set the ratio and
identifying the best packet delivery ratio are not mentioned in GAF.
PACDS measures the network lifetime at the time when the first node in the network dies when it runs out of energy. This definition does not provide the connectivity information to the base station. If the first failure node is the backbone
node then there is a possibility that the backbone has to be reconstructed. If the
first failure node is the node outside the backbone, then the network can still operate. This definition might be appropriate for a network consisting of nodes that
are equally important and failure of one node is unacceptable.
ECDS defines the network lifetime as the number of periods that the network can
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survive until it can no longer construct a CDS. In other words, the network fails
when it can no longer construct a backbone. The network lifetime definition used
by ECDS can describe the successful delivery of messages to the base station as
long as the backbone exists. But under harsh environments whereby nodes often
fail, this definition is inaccurate to describe the network lifetime. This is because
ECDS may not be quick enough to respond to the dynamic changes in the environments. Moreover, a frequent re-computation of the backbone can consume a
significant amount of energy which can later drain the energy of the backbone
nodes.
The network lifetime in SPAN is defined by the fraction of the CDS nodes that remained alive. But the appropriate figure detailing the number of alive nodes that
must remain alive to support the operation of the network is not provided. This
definition might be reasonable if the fraction of the alive CDS nodes can provide
the connectivity to the base station. In a particular application such as routing,
the dominating set constructed in SPAN must remained connected. Therefore,
the fraction of the CDS nodes that remained alive must be connected otherwise
the routing is disrupted.
In LEACH, the number of sensors still alive at a predefined time is used to measure the network lifetime. LEACH also measures the number of rounds from the
first node until the last node dies. Each node is assigned with a certain energy
threshold. The system lifetime of LEACH is shown to be higher than other algorithms regardless of the energy thresholds assigned to the node. Even though
LEACH can prolong the network lifetime, it is not known whether the remaining
nodes in the network can form a backbone or not. If the backbone cannot be constructed, data cannot be transmitted to the base station. Nevertheless, LEACH
shows that nodes die in a random fashion which indicates a fair load distribution in the network. This characteristic is desirable for monitoring applications in
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which the network can cover every region of interest, as each region has at least
one node to monitor the area.

2.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented various topology control approaches to achieve energy efficiency in WSNs: Power adjustment algorithms aim to conserve energy
in nodes by controlling the transmission range; Power mode algorithms schedule
the idle nodes so that they can be put into sleep mode to save energy; Clustering algorithms select sets of nodes to form backbone to reduce communication
overheads in the network; Hybrid algorithms combine the clustering approaches
with either the power mode or power control approaches to create a better energy
solution to topology control.
Among the four categories of topology control techniques presented in this chapter, clustering offers many great features that are not available in other techniques.
Even though hybrid techniques inherit the benefits of the clustering techniques,
they can be difficult to implement such as in [HCB00] and the implementation
complexity may outweigh their benefits.
Under the clustering category, special attention is drawn to CDS approaches for
their simplicity and efficiency in dealing with topology control. The advantages
offered by the topology control through the CDS approach are:
• It can avoid the duplicate packet transmission problem, which cannot be
prevented in either the power adjustment nor the power mode techniques
[LW09].
• It is useful for addressing scalability issues and simplifying network organization.
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• It offers many possible energy management strategies for WSNs. These
include uniform energy distribution across the network leading to network
lifetime improvement, data aggregation and compression to minimize the
transmission energy and node scheduling activities.
• It can support homogeneous or heterogeneous networks, thus providing
flexibility to trade off the energy-efficiency over the lower hardware cost if
required [MR04].
• It guarantees network connectivity. As long as nodes have at least one clusterhead neighbor or they themselves are a clusterhead, the network remains
connected.

2.5.1 Identified Research Problems
Although many research efforts have been devoted to topology control problems,
there are a number of problems lacking in the existing techniques.
The first problem refers to the failure of the techniques to account for wireless
communication effects contributed by the physical radio layer. The common assumption made is if the links exist between two nodes, they are able to receive
and send packets without any loss. However, in a realistic environment, these
links can become unidirectional or unstable as they are influenced by many factors, including the communication distance between nodes, the interference level
at the receiver and the signal strength of the sender. As a result of this simplified
assumption, the performance of the techniques can vary widely between different simulators and they may not work under real world implementations. These
claims are supported in [TMB01, HCG09], which demonstrate the significant impact of physical layer on the behavior and the performance of protocols. Another
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issue is related to inaccurate radio model adopted by the topology control techniques. For example, to calculate the minimum energy path in a network, the
technique in [RM99] ignores the energy dissipation at receivers and considers
the energy consumption of the transmitter only [HCB00]. Hence, the topology
constructed may not be energy-efficient if different radio characteristics are employed. Another simplistic assumption of the radio model is the sensor nodes
in networks have homogeneous radios (equal radio range) [KNG+ 04]. This assumption is invalid in applications where all nodes have non-identical radios or
antennas. In addition, the radio coverage is non-circular in reality. The techniques using a simple model based on a unit disk graph (UDG) often simplify
the radio coverage as in a circle. This implies that they are not able to capture the
realistic behavior of the wireless links, in which the link quality constantly fluctuates, thus affecting the link connectivity. Even though, the transmission distance
is an important factor for successful communication between two nodes, there
are other nontrivial factors reported in [KNG+ 04]. They include the type of radios used, the angle between sender and receiver antenna and the existence of
obstacles such as tall building or terrains.
The second problem is the absence of important performance measures for evaluating the quality of the techniques. For instance, techniques designed for energy
conservation seldom present the message overhead involved in constructing the
network. In general, the more messages exchanged with nodes, the higher the energy consumption in the network. In the case of dense networks, the message and
energy costs could be higher. If prolonged network lifetime is the main concern
then the techniques with a low message overhead are desirable. A further example is the lack of node density consideration when analyzing the performance of
the techniques. To illustrate this case, let’s consider the performance analysis of
the work in [YJY06] with respect to the CDS size. It claims to be superior than
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the other two chosen techniques; nevertheless, this claim only holds true when
the node density is high. Thus, the performance results of the techniques may be
incorrect.

2.5.2 Research Direction
It can be concluded that many topology control techniques adopt a simplified
model of the physical radio layer for simulations and they require significant
communication overheads, which shorten the network lifetime. Failure to address the realistic behavior of wireless networks can affect performance and correctness of these techniques, particularly when the sensor nodes are deployed in
applications.
Therefore, there is a need to develop topology control techniques which are capable of handling more realistic scenarios and consume low energy consumption
for achieving network lifetime extension. Motivated by the many merits and interests of the research community in the CDS, the proposed solutions adopt the
connected dominating sets (CDS) concept for constructing a topology. Despite
the extensive research done in the subject of the CDS, the existing solutions are
often not suitable for practical implementations. This thesis presents three novel
topology control algorithms that are modeled using a realistic wireless communication framework. Other issues addressed include adopting a more accurate
radio model, and integrating important evaluation metrics that are missing in
the existing techniques.
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Chapter 3
Distributed Single Initiator CDS
Algorithms

3.1 Introduction
As concluded in Chapter 2, the CDS approach offers significant potential in the
synthesis of efficient network topologies. Thus, two novel “single initiator” algorithms that rely on CDS construction are proposed in this chapter: (i) Three-phase
single initiator (TPSI) and ii) Single-phase single initiator (SPSI).
TPSI has several contributions. First, it produces a minimal CDS size and constructs the CDS with low communication and computational costs. This is important to conserve the limited energy and computational resources in the network.
Although several CDS algorithms [MGG10, WLD06, WL99, YJY06] have been
proposed to minimize the CDS, they use an extensive exchanged messages when
forming the CDS, thus resulted in high message overhead and energy consumption in the network. Second, TPSI is a distributed algorithm that uses localized information to build the CDS. Previously studied algorithms that use a centralized
approach and rely on non-localized information as in [GK98, LTW+ 05, MDJ+ 06]
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are not practical for WSNs since the cost for gathering and updating this information is expensive. Moreover, WSNs have no fixed topology prior to deployment
and this topology can quickly become outdated as nodes move or die. Third,
TPSI takes into account the quality of the radio links when searching for neighbors and does not assume that the radios of sensor nodes to be equal. Whereas,
previously studied algorithms [MGG10, WLD06, WL99, YJY06] simplify these
two assumptions, thus they may not work well in practice than they do in simulation. However, TPSI trades off the CDS size with the convergence time. The
convergence time here is defined as the time taken to build the CDS. As the network becomes denser, the CDS size becomes smaller but the convergence time
becomes larger. The large convergence time is due to the three phases involved
in TPSI.
SPSI on the other hand converges rapidly and generates a CDS with low communication and computational costs. In contrast to TPSI, SPSI uses a single phase to
generate a CDS in order to converge fast. It is also a distributed and localized algorithm that eliminates the unrealistic network model adopted in the previously
studied algorithms. Unlike in TPSI which is efficient in minimizing the CDS size
of dense networks, SPSI generates a slightly larger CDS size than the one in TPSI.
TPSI and SPSI algorithms improve the existing CDS approaches [BGLA03, GK98,
LTW+ 05, MGG10, MDJ+ 06, SDB98, WL99, YJY06] in the following respect:
• They are simple and practical to implement. TPSI and SPSI do not require
unrealistic assumptions to operate. They address the issue of asymmetrical
wireless links and can cope with non-uniform transmission ranges of nodes.
• They are distributed algorithms that use localized information for constructing the CDS. This ensures that the communication overhead in gathering
the information remains low to account for dynamic nature of WSNs, where
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their topology often change when nodes move or die.
• They construct a small-size CDS to simplify the topology maintenance process and keep the message overhead low.
• They reduce the number of messages sent to find a CDS, thus minimizing
the energy spent on communication activity. Instead of relying on negotiation process to determine CDS nodes, where nodes frequently exchange
many messages to decide their eligibility, nodes in TPSI and SPSI perform
a local check based on the neighbor information to find out whether they
have been nominated as a CDS.
• They minimize the energy consumption in the network to prolong the network lifetime. Various network parameters are introduced to achieve this.
• They can distribute the loads in the network fairly among nodes in the network based on the energy capacity of nodes. The role of the clusterheads
can be rotated among nodes with high energy level to avoid the low energy
nodes from being depleted.
This Chapter begins with Section 3.2 detailing the assumptions made by the algorithms in order to work. Section 3.3 provides the implementation details of the
TPSI algorithm and Section 3.4 describes the proposed SPSI algorithm.

3.2 WSN Model and Assumptions
A WSN is represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of sensor nodes in the network, called vertices and E is a set of a communication link
between a pair of sensor nodes, called edges usually denoted as (u, v) ∈ E. Two
vertices u and v are neighbors if (1) they are within their maximum transmission
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range Rmax and (2) the communication links between them are symmetrical. Figure 3.1 illustrates the example of the graph used. Node v5 in Figure 3.1 is within
the communication range of node u and it can hear node u. However, in the presence of interference, node u cannot hear node v5 , thus creating an asymmetrical
link. Due to the failure of meeting the condition (2), node v5 is not a neighbor of
node u.

Figure 3.1: Network graph used by the proposed algorithms. Nodes v1 , v2 , v3 and
v4 are node u’s neighbors while nodes v5 and v6 are not the neighbors of node
u. Node v6 is not in u’s transmission range. Although, node u and node v5 are
located within their transmission range, node u cannot hear node v5 .

The following assumptions are made in the design of these algorithms:
• Each node has a unique identifier (ID)
• Each node has identical energy capacity.
• Each node maintains a neighbor table to store the neighbor list information
required for computing the CDS. The neighbor table is frequently updated
to reflect the changes in the network topology.
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• Nodes in the network do not have a similar radio capability. Thus, it possible that the Rmax of node u is different from the Rmax of node v.
• TPSI algorithm assumes each node is able to estimate the distance between
two nodes.
• Nodes perform a basic functionality of gathering temperature readings from
an event of interest. The tasks these nodes are dealing with are therefore
simple.

3.3 Three-phase Single Initiator (TPSI) Algorithm
3.3.1 Overview
The three-phase single initiator (TPSI) algorithm is based on the concept of generating a maximal independent set (MIS). The aim of the TPSI algorithm is to
construct a CDS that is practical, energy-efficient and small-size. The graph theory definitions for MIS, DS and CDS are referred to in Appendix A.
It involves three phases to construct the CDS. The first phase is the generation
of a MIS in the graph G, in which the MIS is a dominating set (DS). The second
phase is the generation of a CDS, in which connectors are selected to connect the
MIS. The third phase is the pruning of redundant nodes in the CDS to further
reduce the size of the CDS. Algorithm 2 summarizes the three phases involved in
the TPSI algorithm.
The node can be in one of the four states. The four states are uncovered, dominator, dominatee and CDS. All nodes initially stay in uncovered state and at the
end of the CDS construction, they will subsequently become either a dominatee or CDS. Figure 3.2 shows the state transition diagram of a node during the
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Algorithm 2 The implementation of TPSI algorithm
Require: Graph G(V, E)
Ensure: Connected Dominating Set (CDS) ∈ G(V, E)
procedure TPSI(G(V, E))
G ENERATE MIS(G(V, E))
G ENERATE CDS(G(V, E))
E LIMINATE CDS(G(V, E))
end procedure

⊲ Main procedure
⊲ Phase 1 of TPSI
⊲ Phase 2 of TPSI
⊲ Phase 3 of TPSI

construction of the CDS. Before the CDS construction process starts, each node

Figure 3.2: The state transition diagram of a node in the TPSI algorithm.
executes neighbor discovery process to obtain neighbor information required for
the construction. The neighbor discovery process is described in Section 3.3.2
while the detailed processes of the three phases are explained in Sections 3.3.4,
3.3.5 and 3.3.6.

3.3.2 Neighbor Discovery
At the beginning, every node periodically broadcasts a beacon to discover neighbors and gather its neighbor information. This information is required by nodes
to construct the CDS. The TPSI algorithm assumes symmetrical links exist in the
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network in order to construct the CDS. However, in real life scenarios the links
can become asymmetrical in the presence of signal interference or when the transmission ranges decrease as the battery of nodes becomes weak. To cope with the
asymmetrical links, a symmetrical neighbor discovery and maintenance mechanism as is presented in Appendix B is adopted to selectively identify nodes with
symmetrical links as neighbors and maintain these neighbors for communication.
The TPSI algorithm uses the beacon format shown in Figure 3.3. This beacon
is implemented by TPSI to provide the information required for computing the
CDS. The information in the beacon varies between states. The dominatee has

Figure 3.3: The beacon format of a node in the TPSI algorithm.

an additional field called MIS, which includes the list of chosen dominators required for the MIS construction. The dominator also includes one extra field for
the connector list to announce the nomination of the CDS nodes for the CDS construction.
The content of the beacon format is described below:
• Node ID: represents the unique node identifier.
• State: identifies the state of the node.
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• Symmetrical Neighbors: lists 1-hop neighbors with symmetrical links.
• Broken Neighbors: lists 1-hop neighbors with broken (asymmetrical) links.
• Residual Energy: specifies the remaining energy capacity of node.
• Distance: provides the distance to each neighbor.
• MIS: lists of neighbors that are nominated as dominators.
• Connector: lists of neighbors that are nominated as CDSs.
The cost of bearing this extra information is later shown in Chapter 6 to be marginal.

3.3.3 Selection Metric
A selection metric is used for finding eligible nodes to be included in the CDS.
The metric can incorporate various network parameters to elect the CDS. Examples are the node degree, node identifier, transmission power, node mobility and
power capacity. The node degree refers to the number of neighbors of nodes.
The choice of the parameters can impact the performance of the CDS and the life
of the network. For example, the use of node degree as a selection parameter is
efficient to reduce the size of the CDS [GT95, WL99].
TPSI algorithm proposed a selection metric based on a key that takes into account
the energy capacity of nodes, the number of neighbors and the energy consumption of nodes. The objectives of the key are to ensure: (1) nodes deplete their
energy in an even and fair manner to extend the network lifetime, (2) the network forms a small CDS to reduce the communication overhead in the network,
in which a node that has the largest number of neighbors is selected as a CDS
and (3) the CDS consists of a set of nodes with high power reserves. If a sensor
node with low energy is chosen as a CDS, this can lead to network partitioning
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as it may not have enough power to perform various tasks in the network such
as relaying packets to other nodes and aggregating data.
The key is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Key). Node u with key(u) has a higher priority than node v with key(v)
if key(u) is larger than key(v). In case of a tie, the node with the larger identifier is used
to break the tie.
The key of node u is computed using

key(u) = fairness(u) + nodeDegree(u),

(3.3.1)

The fairness is determined by

fairness(u) =



d(u, v)n
d(u, v)n + n − 1



Er (u)
Ei (u)



,

(3.3.2)

where nodeDegree(u) is the number of neighbors of node u, fairness is the fair metric adopted from [DMSL11], d(u, v) is the distance between a pair of nodes u and
v, Er (u) is the residual energy, Ei (u) is the initial energy and n is the path loss
exponent of value 3.
The initial energy is the energy capacity of node before the CDS construction
starts, in which each node is assumed to have an identical energy supply. The
residual energy represents the remaining energy of node at time t. It is computed
by deducting the energy used for the transmit and received activities from the
initial energy at time t. The residual energy is updated in the beacon format of
node and sent to neighbors periodically. The nodeDegree ensures that nodes with
the largest number of neighbors, which can cover more nodes are chosen as a
CDS, hence creating a small CDS.
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The fairness provides an optimized approach for choosing energy-efficient links
and achieving uniform energy consumption throughout the network. It takes
into account the energy consumption involved during multihop communication
as well as the energy reserves of nodes when choosing eligible nodes for the CDS.
Nodes with high energy reserves are selected as CDS nodes. The method employed for determining the energy-efficient nodes is simple. It does not involve
complex computation as in [RM99] and requires only one-hop neighbor information. A node will select a neighbor as a relay node if: (1) The energy consumption
to communicate to the neighbor is minimum and (2) The neighbor has higher
energy reserves. The theoretical proofs of the fairness can be found in [DMSL11].

3.3.4 MIS Generation
The goal of the first phase is to generate MIS. The MIS generation begins with
the initiator election. The simplest and low cost election method is to use node
identifier. TPSI algorithm selects the smallest node identifier with node id 0 to be
an initiator. Alternatively, a leader election algorithm in [Awe87] can be used to
find the initiator but at the cost of higher message overhead. The MIS generation
will only start after the neighbor information has been gathered, which is decided
upon the expiry of a timer. In order to find eligible nodes for the MIS, a selection
key defined in Equation 3.3.1 is used.
The process of generating the MIS can be described as follows:
• At the beginning, all nodes stay in an uncovered state.
• Each node broadcasts a beacon to discover its neighbors. This beacon will
attach the information described in Figure 3.3.
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• Each node then applies the neighbor discovery and maintenance mechanism described in Appendix B to identify and store symmetrical neighbors.
• The MIS construction starts with node 0 volunteering to be an initiator. It
changes its state to dominator and broadcasts a Dominator Message.
• Upon receiving the Dominator Message, an uncovered node changes its state
to a dominatee. It then selects the uncovered neighbor with the largest key
to be a dominator. The dominator election is broadcast to its neighbor by
sending a Dominatee Message.
• An uncovered node receiving the Dominatee Message will first check whether
it has been nominated as a dominator. If it is chosen, it changes its state to
a dominator and broadcasts a Dominator Message. Otherwise, it will remain
in the uncovered state.
• The above process is repeated until all uncovered nodes change their state
to either a dominatee or a dominator. The decision to terminate the MIS
generation is made locally when a node changes its state to dominatee or
dominator and no longer has uncovered nodes.
Algorithm 3 shows the detailed description of the MIS generation executed at all
nodes.

3.3.5 CDS Generation
Recall that the MIS generated in the first phase is a DS. It can form a CDS by
connecting the DS with a set of nodes called connectors. Hence, the second phase
is interested in choosing these connectors to join the DS. The DS and connectors
both form the CDS in the network. At the completion of the CDS process, all
nodes will remain either in a CDS state or a dominatee state. The CDS generation
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Algorithm 3 The MIS generation of the TPSI algorithm
Require: G(V,E)
Ensure: MIS ∈ G(V,E)
procedure G ENERATE MIS(G(V, E))
⊲ Phase 1: Find a MIS in the network
MIS ← ∅ ; DOMINATEE ← ∅
POTENTIALMIS ← ∅; UNCOVERED ← ∅
for all u ∈ V do
UNCOVERED ← UNCOVERED ∪ {u}
i ← node 0
⊲ Initiator Election
MIS ← MIS ∪ {i}
end for
for all u ∈ V do
for all u ∈ N (i) do
DOMINATEE ← DOMINATEE ∪ {u}
end for
for all u ∈ UNCOVERED do
⊲ Uncovered State
for all v ∈ N (u) do
if v ∈ MIS then
⊲ Receives Dominator Message
DOMINATEE ← DOMINATEE ∪ {u}
end if
if v ∈ DOMINATEE then
if u ∈ POTENTIALMIS then
⊲ Potential Dominator
MIS ← MIS ∪ {u}
end if
end if
end for
end for
for all u ∈ DOMINATEE do
⊲ Dominatee State
for all v ∈ N (u) do
if v ∈ UNCOVERED then
Compute key(v)
end if
end for
if key(v) is the largest then
POTENTIALMIS ← POTENTIALMIS ∪ {v} ⊲ Select Dominator
end if
end for
end for
end procedure
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begins as soon the MIS generation process is completed. Due to the order of the
message propagation, the leader will be the first to complete the MIS generation
and to begin the CDS generation.
The process of generating the CDS can be described as follows:
• The CDS generation starts after the completion of the MIS generation. A
node changes its state to CDS and broadcasts a CDS Message.
• A dominatee receiving the CDS Message sends a Volunteer Connector Message
to its neighbors and waits for an invitation to become a CDS.
• A dominator receiving the Volunteer Connector Message will set its timer
Tdom to wait for the arrival of Volunteer Connector Message from surrounding neighbors. The timer is adopted from [KYZS05] and computed by

Tdom = Tmax



1
1
×
nodeDegree(u) Er (u)



,

(3.3.3)

where Tmax is a pre-defined time value, nodeDegree(u) is the number of neighbors of node u and Er (u)is the residual energy of node u.
Equation 3.3.3 allows the qualified dominator to be the first to find a connector, thus suppresses the chances of the less qualified dominator to nominate
a connector. The selection criteria for the qualified dominator are based on
the residual energy and node degree. Based on Equation 3.3.3, it is apparent that the dominator with the largest residual energy and node degree
has a shorter delay than its counterpart. Therefore, it is the first to send an
invitation to a potential connector.
During the time-out, if the dominator receives a CDS Message, it will change
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its state to a CDS and broadcasts a CDS Message. This indicates that a connector has been chosen by other dominators. Therefore, it has to be a CDS
to connect to this connector.
Otherwise, when the timer is expired, it computes the key of each dominatee
neighbor using the Equation 3.3.1 and nominates the node with the largest
key to be a connector. The connector nomination is then broadcast using an
Invite Connector Message.
• Upon the receipt of an Invite Connector Message, the dominatee first checks
whether it has been nominated as a CDS. If it is nominated, it changes its
state to a CDS and broadcasts a CDS Message. Otherwise, it stays in the
dominatee state.
• The above process is repeated until all nodes change their state to either
a CDS or a dominatee. The decision to terminate the CDS generation is
also made using localized information. The decision to terminate the MIS
generation is made when all nodes are either in CDS or dominatee state.

3.3.6 CDS Pruning
The CDS formed at the completion of the second phase is not a minimum dominating set. Since, computing the minimum dominating set is a well known NPhard problem [GJ79], the CDS pruning aims to reduce the CDS size. After the
completion of the second phase, it is observed that some nodes in the CDS are
already covered by at least a CDS. Therefore, they are redundant and can be removed from the CDS to minimize the size of the CDS.
To describe the CDS pruning process, the term “pendant node” is introduced in
Definition 2.
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Definition 2 (Pendant Node). A pendant node is a node that has exactly one neighbor
in the network.
The pruning of the CDS is made when a CDS node satisfies Rule 1.
Rule 1. A pendant node u is pruned from a CDS if it is a CDS and has a CDS node
among its one-hop neighbors.
It is evident from Rule 1, the pruning of the pendant node u will guarantee the
network connectivity because it has a neighbor in the CDS. Since this rule applies
only to nodes in the CDS, the computational cost of this process is low. Moreover,
no message exchange is required to run the pruning process as the information
is already available in the neighbor table. Once eliminated from the CDS, the
pendant node changes its state to dominatee and broadcasts a beacon to inform
the change of its state.
Algorithm 4 shows the detailed description of the CDS generation and elimination phases of the TPSI algorithm executed at all nodes.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the process of constructing the CDS using the TPSI algorithm. The number next to nodes represents the node identifier. The CDS process
can be explained by the following steps:
1. Figures 3.4(a), 3.4(b) and 3.4(c) demonstrate the MIS generation process.
• In Figure 3.4(a), all nodes are initialized to uncovered state. The MIS
generation begins with node 0 sending a Dominator Message to neighbors as illustrated in Figure 3.4(b).
• Upon the receipt of the Dominator Message, nodes 1, 2 and 4 change
their state to dominatee and select their uncovered neighbors with the
largest key as a potential dominator. In this example, dominatee 1 and
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Algorithm 4 CDS generation and CDS elimination of the TPSI algorithm
procedure G ENERATE CDS(G(V, E)) ⊲ Phase 2: Find connectors to join the MIS
CDS ← ∅ ; CONNECTOR ← ∅; VOLUNTEER ← ∅
CDS ← CDS ∪ {i}
⊲ Initiator invokes the connector process
for all u ∈ DOMINATEE do
⊲ Dominatee State
for all v ∈ N (u) do
if v ∈ MIS and u ∈ CDS then
CDS ← CDS ∪ {u}
⊲ Receives Invite Connector Message
end if
if v ∈ MIS and u ∈
/ CDS then
⊲ Sends Volunteer Connector Message
VOLUNTEER ← VOLUNTEER ∪ {u}
end if
end for
end for
for all u ∈ MIS do
⊲ MIS State
for all v ∈ N (u) do
if v ∈ (DOMINATEE ∩ VOLUNTEER) then
Compute key(v)
if key(v) is the largest then
CONNECTOR ← CONNECTOR ∪ {v} ⊲ Selects a connector
end if
end if
if v ∈ CDS then
⊲ Receives CDS Message
CDS ← CDS ∪ {u}
end if
end for
end for
end procedure
procedure E LIMINATE CDS(G(V, E))
⊲ Phase 3: CDS Elimination
for all u ∈ CDS do
if u is an edge node then
for all v ∈ N (u) do
if v ∈ CDS then
DOMINATEE ← DOMINATEE ∪ {u}
end if
end for
end if
end for
end procedure
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(a) All nodes are
initially in uncovered state.

(b)
Node
0
sends Dominator
Message and its
neighbors become
dominatee.

(c) Uncovered neighbors of dominatee become dominators.

(d) Node 0 sends
CDS Message to
nodes 1, 2 and 4.

(e) Node 4 is chosen as a connector to connect to
nodes 3 and 5 respectively.

(f)
Dominators
3 and 5 join the
CDS.

(g) Node 5 is
pruned from the
CDS.

Figure 3.4: An example of a CDS generated using the TPSI algorithm. The MIS
generation process involves steps (a), (b) and (c), the CDS generation process
involves steps (d), (e) and (f) and the CDS pruning process involves step (g).

4 choose node 3 as a dominator and broadcast the selection using a
Dominatee Message. Dominatee 2 on the other hand does not have uncovered neighbors, thus it completes the MIS generation.
• In the next round, dominatee 4 still has one uncovered neighbor 5. It
then selects node 5 as a dominator and broadcasts the selection.
• At the completion of the MIS generation as indicated in Figure 3.4(c),
all nodes are either in the dominator or dominatee states.
2. Figures 3.4(d), 3.4(e) and 3.4(f) show the CDS generation process.
• In Figure 3.4(d), node 0 initiates the process as it is the first to complete
the MIS generation. It changes its state to CDS and broadcasts a CDS
Message to dominatee 1, 2 and 4.
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• Upon the receipt of the CDS Message, these dominatees need to send a
Volunteer Connector Message to their dominators to determine whether
they are potential connectors. Therefore, dominatee 1 sends a Volunteer Connector Message to dominator 3, while dominatee 4 sends the
message to dominators 3 and 5.
• Upon the receipt of the Volunteer Connector Message , dominators 3 and
5 set their timer to decide the eligible connectors. Since dominator 3
has a larger node degree and residual energy than that in dominator
5, it has a shorter delay and becomes the first to select a connector.
It chooses the dominatee with the largest key as a connector, in this
example dominatee 4 is selected. Dominator 3 then sends an Invite
Connector Message to dominatee 4.
• Upon the receipt of the Invite Connector Message, dominatee 4 changes
its state to a CDS as shown in Figure 3.4(e) and sends a CDS Message to
dominators 3 and 5.
• Upon the arrival of the CDS Message, dominators 3 and 5 subsequently
change their state to CDS to connect the DS.
• At the end of CDS generation, all nodes are either in the CDS or dominatee states as shown in Figure 3.4(f).
3. Figure 3.4(g) is the CDS pruning process. Node 5 is the pendant node defined by Definition 1. Since node 5 is covered by a CDS node 4, it is removed
from the CDS and its state changes to dominatee.
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3.4 Single-phase Single Initiator (SPSI) Algorithm
3.4.1 Overview
The SPSI algorithm is proposed to address the drawback of the TPSI algorithm.
The TPSI algorithm introduces a long delay when computing the CDS. The primary reason for this is the multiple phases involved in finding the CDS. Since the
CDS construction is a sequential process, the next phase has to wait for the previous phase to complete before continuing to the next phase. The delay increases
as the network size increases.
The SPSI algorithm on the other hand requires a single phase to build the CDS.
It does not involve finding a MIS, therefore eliminating the need of having three
phases to construct the CDS. The CDS building process is also started by a sink
node acting as an initiator. The eligible nodes are added to the CDS sequentially
until all nodes are either in the CDS or covered by at least one node in the CDS.
Unlike in TPSI algorithm which requires only one-hop neighbors to construct
the CDS, the SPSI algorithm needs both one-hop and two-hop neighborhood information. The one-hop neighbors are the direct neighbors of node u while the
two-hop neighbors are the neighbors of direct neighbors of node u. To compute
the two-hop neighbors, each node exchanges its list of one-hop neighbors with
its neighbors. When node u receives the neighbor list from its neighbors v, it
computes the two-hop neighbors of neighbor v.
The node can be in one of the three states. The three states are uncovered, dominator and dominatee. All nodes are initially in an uncovered state and at the
end of the CDS construction, they will subsequently become either a dominatee
or a dominator. Figure 3.5 shows the state transition diagram of a node during
the construction of the CDS. Each node will discover its neighbors in order to
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Figure 3.5: The state transition diagram of a node in the SPSI algorithm.

collect neighbor information required for the CDS construction. Section 3.4.2 explains the neighbor discovery mechanism executed by each node while Section
3.4.3 describes the process of generating a CDS.

3.4.2 Neighbor Discovery
The neighbor discovery process in the SPSI algorithm remains similar to that in
the TPSI algorithm. Therefore, the SPSI algorithm will only consider nodes with
symmetrical links as neighbors. These neighbors are updated from time to time
as the link information changes. The neighbor discovery and maintenance mechanism in Appendix B is used to find and maintain the symmetrical neighbors.
The SPSI algorithm defines a beacon format as in Figure 3.6 and the beacon format varies between states. The dominatee and uncovered nodes have the same
information in their beacon format. The dominator however, has an additional
“Connector” field to choose the potential dominator to include in the CDS. The
detailed description of the beacon information can be found in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.6: The beacon format of a node in the SPSI algorithm.

3.4.3 CDS Generation
The aim of the SPSI is to generate a small set of dominators while keeping the
message overhead low. These dominators form the CDS in the network. Each
dominator finds its local set of connectors among its one-hop neighbors to add
into the CDS. The chosen connectors then become dominators and continue the
connectors selection. This process is performed greedily until all nodes are either
in the CDS or covered by a dominator in the CDS.
In order to find connectors, each dominator u needs to compute its two-hop
neighbor information and then selects its connector among its 1-hop neighbor.
The connector selection is based on the multipoint relay (MPR) concept in [QVL02]
which has been enhanced to achieve energy conservation and reduce the CDS
size. In order to minimize the CDS size, each dominator u chooses the connectors
among its one-hop neighbors that have the most two-hop neighbors or selects the
connectors that are the only intermediate nodes to u’s two-hop neighbors.
The connector set for a given node u is computed as in Algorithm 5. Let u denote the dominator initiating the connector selection, N1 (u) denote the one-hop
neighbors of u, N2 (u) denote the two-hop neighbors of u and C(u) denote the set
of chosen connector of node u. The term uncovered node refers to node in N2 (u)
that is not covered by C(u). Let span(v) denote the quality of a potential connector
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v used in case of a tie. The span(v) is computed by

span(v) = Ntotal Er (v),

(3.4.1)

where Ntotal is the total number of one-hop neighbors of node v and Er (v) is the
residual energy of node v.
Algorithm 5 The enhanced MPR Algorithm
1. Add v ∈ N1 (u) to C(u), if v is the only node that covers node w ∈ N2 (u).
Remove connector v from N1 (u) and also the nodes covered by v from N2 (u).
2. Add v ∈ N1 (u) to C(u), if v covers the largest number of uncovered nodes in
N2 (u). If there is a tie, choose the node with the largest span(v) to break the tie.
Use node ID to break another tie.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the process of finding a connector set for dominator 4. Dominator 4 has to find connector nodes that can cover its two-hop neighbor nodes 6,
7 and 8. Based on the rule 1 of the Algorithm 5, dominator 4 chooses node 1 as the
connector for its two-hop neighbor node 6 and based on the rule 2, it selects node
0 as the connector for its two-hop neighbor nodes 7 and 8. Hence, the connector
set of dominator 4 is Connector(4)= {0,1}.

Figure 3.7: An example of finding a connector set for a given dominator 4.

CDS Construction Process
All nodes are initially in an uncovered state and at the completion of the CDS
generation, they become either a dominator (CDS) or a dominatee (non-CDS).
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The process of generating the CDS is described as follows:
• The CDS generation begins with the leader election based on the smallest
node identifier. The leader changes its state to dominator and computes its
connector set using the rules described by the Algorithm 5. It then broadcasts the connector selection to all neighbors.
• The uncovered node which is chosen as a connector changes its state to a
dominator, then computes the connectors and finally broadcasts the connector selection along with its updated state to neighbors.
• The uncovered node which is not chosen as a connector changes its state to
dominatee and broadcasts its updated state to neighbors.
• The dominatee which is chosen as a connector changes its state to dominator, then computes the connector and finally broadcasts the connector
selection along with its updated state to neighbors.
• The dominator nodes will repeat the above steps until there is no uncovered
node left in the network.
Algorithm 6 presents the pseudocode of the SPSI algorithm.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the process of constructing the CDS using the SPSI algorithm. The number next to nodes represents the node identifier.

(a) All nodes are
initially in uncovered state.

(b) Dominator 0
chooses node 4 as
a connector.

(c) Node 4 changes its state to dominator.

Figure 3.8: An example of a CDS generated using the SPSI algorithm.
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Algorithm 6 CDS generation of the SPSI algorithm
Require: Graph G(V, E)
Ensure: Connected Dominating Set (CDS) ∈ G(V, E)
procedure G ENERATE CDS(G(V, E))
CDS ← ∅ ; CONNECTOR ← ∅
CDS ← CDS ∪ {i}
⊲ Initiator invokes the CDS generation
for all u ∈ CDS do
for all v ∈ N1 (u) do
Compute connector v using the enhanced MPR
Add v ∈ CONNECTOR
⊲ Elected dominator
end for
end for
for all v ∈ N1 (u) do
if v ∈ CONNECTOR then
CDS ← CDS ∪ {v}
⊲ Dominator node
end if
end for
end procedure

The CDS process can be explained by the following steps:
1. In Figure 3.8(a), all nodes are initialized to uncovered state.
2. Upon receiving the beacon from each neighbor which contains the symmetrical neighbor list, each node then computes the two-hop neighbors of its
one-hop neighbors.
3. The CDS generation begins with node 0 as shown in Figure 3.8(b). It changes
its state to dominator, selects potential connectors and broadcasts the selection to its neighbors. In this example, dominator 0 chooses the uncovered
node 4 as a connector since it is the only node covering the two-hop node 5
and can cover the most two-hop neighbors.
4. The uncovered nodes 1, 2 and 4 that receive the broadcast message from
dominator 0 will then check whether they have been chosen as a connector
or not. Since only node 4 is chosen as a connector, nodes 1 and 2 change
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their state to dominatee while node 4 changes its state to dominator. All
two-hop neighbors of dominator 4 are covered, thus dominator 4 terminates
the connector selection and broadcasts its updated status to neighbors.
5. The uncovered nodes 3 and 5 then change their status to dominatee upon
the receipt of the broadcast message from dominator 4.
6. At the end of the CDS generation, all nodes are either in a dominator or a
dominatee state as indicated in Figure 3.8(c).

3.5 Implementation Considerations
There are two issues considered during the implementation of the TPSI and SPSI
algorithms: (i) Topology maintenance which is the mechanism for handling topology changes as explained in Section 3.5.1 and (ii) Guaranteed connectivity which
is the act of preserving a link between a pair of nodes in the CDS as described in
Section 3.5.2.

3.5.1 Topology Maintenance
Topology maintenance concerns with the ability of the algorithms to adapt to
changing network topology while maintaining the CDS intact. Changes in the
network topology occur when:
1. Nodes are mobile thus causing them to either leave or join the CDS.
2. Nodes become malfunction due to depletion of energy supply or failure in
hardware devices.
3. Links between nodes are interrupted or lost due to interference.
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When topology changes, the algorithms should be quick enough to adapt to these
changes without incurring extra communication and computation overheads.
These requirements are the popular subject of study in topology maintenance
algorithms. According to [LW09], these algorithms can be implemented in three
ways depending on the time when the new topologies are built. They can build
a set of topologies for the reconstruction before the maintenance process, known
as static topology maintenance or during the reconstruction process called dynamic
topology maintenance or a combination of both static topology maintenance and dynamic topology maintenance.
In general, topology maintenance algorithms can be classified into two categories
according to the types of reconstruction required. The reconstruction of the whole
CDS is about recomputing the entire CDS. For instance, when the existing CDS
no longer able to maintain a CDS [SSKO08]. While the partial reconstruction of
the CDS is done if the following event happens: (i) part of clusters of the CDS is
broken [ZSL05] or (ii) connectors or bridges connecting two or more clusters fail
[AWF02].
Regardless of the types of reconstruction, these algorithms operate only when
they are triggered by a certain event. This event typically uses a criterion to invoke the reconstruction. Various possible criteria used for triggering the reconstruction are described in [LW09]. These criteria ranges from time, energy, random variable, failure-based, density-based to the combination of these criteria.
The choice of criteria may affect the performance of the network from the aspects
of energy saving, coverage, reliability, message overheads, delay to throughput
[LW09].
Since TPSI and SPSI are designed for energy-efficiency, energy should be adopted
as a criterion for triggering the computation of the CDS. When any of the nodes in
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the CDS runs out of its energy, the whole CDS will be recomputed. This approach
avoids changing the CDS too often to save energy resources. The reconstruction
of the whole CDS is chosen over the partial reconstruction of the CDS to keep the
CDS size small and limit the number of exchanged messages involved when reconstructing certain clusters of the broken CDS. The implications of this criterion
on the network performance however, are not thoroughly investigated as they
are beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.5.2 Guaranteed Connectivity
Connectivity measures the presence of a path between any pair of nodes in the
network after the network is subjected to topology control techniques. Specifically, after the exercises of TPSI and SPSI algorithms on the network topology,
any two nodes in the CDS should be linked by a path to allow smooth data transfer between nodes and to avoid network partitioning. In WSNs, preserving the
connectivity among nodes in the CDS is very crucial as these nodes are bound to
fail during their operation.
The property of the CDS requires nodes that are not in the CDS to be a neighbor to
a node in the CDS. Therefore, it ensures that there exist at least one path between a
set of two nodes, thus providing a simple mechanism to maintain the connectivity
between nodes. As long as the CDS is preserved throughout the operation, the
connectivity of the network is hence guaranteed.
In this thesis, the connectivity of nodes in the CDS is guaranteed by validating
the formation of the CDS using a parameter called coverage. The 100% coverage indicates the success of the TPSI and SPSI algorithms in building the CDS,
whereas the coverage other than 100% shows that the algorithms fail to construct
a CDS. TPSI and SPSI should yield a 100% coverage to ensure nodes that are not
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part of the CDS (dominatees) are covered by at least one-hop neighbor in the CDS
(dominator). Once the CDS is successfully constructed, the backbone operates for
a duration of time until further reconstruction is invoked.

3.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented two algorithms TPSI and SPSI, which construct the
CDS based on a single initiator. They compute the CDS using localized information and perform the CDS generation in distributed fashion. In order to reduce
the communication overhead and energy consumption, TPSI and SPSI minimize
the number of exchanged messages among nodes. To keep the CDS size small
and to prolong the lifetime of the CDS, the metrics that consider the node degree
and residual energy are used.
Even though TPSI can generate a small CDS, it requires three phases to build the
CDS. Thus, it converges slowly. SPSI on the other hand is designed for fast convergence applications. Using a single phase, it computes the CDS quickly with
low message exchanges and forms a small backbone in networks. Unfortunately,
TPSI and SPSI cannot handle the dynamic topology changes in the network. Everytime initiators fail, new construction of CDS is needed. Therefore, a topology
control algorithm that can manage frequent topology changes is proposed in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Distributed Multiple Initiator CDS
Algorithm

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a novel CDS algorithm for handling topology changes called
two-phase multiple initiator (TPMI) algorithm. TPMI is an adaptive and scalable
algorithm designed for constructing and maintaining a CDS. CDS maintenance
is a challenging issue in WSNs due to the dynamic nature of the networks. Moreover, the networks are often deployed in harsh environments. Therefore, nodes
are highly susceptible to failures. In such volatile environments, an efficient algorithm must be able to cope with the topology changes while maintaining the CDS
as long as possible. Unnecessary reconstruction of the CDS should be avoided to
minimize the communication overhead in the networks, hence conserving the
energy resources.
There are several drawbacks of the TPSI and SPSI algorithms described in Chapter 3. Firstly, the CDS construction is a chained process. The CDS computation
begins from a single initiator, and then propagates sequentially to the whole network. As a result, the entire process in general is time consuming because an
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inconstant number of rounds is involved. Under dynamic topology such as node
mobility, the single initiator approach is not quick enough to disseminate updated
information to all nodes. As a consequence, some information may already become outdated.
Secondly, since the CDS construction starts from a single root (initiator) node,
it is highly sensitive to the root node failure. The failure would trigger the reconstruction of the CDS. A frequent and unnecessary CDS reconstruction often
leads to high energy consumption in the network as additional communication
overheads are involved for re-running the CDS construction from scratch.
Finally, it is assumed that the topology of the network must be maintained throughout the CDS construction. In other words, the information used for constructing
the CDS remains the same for a period of time until the CDS is finally constructed.
In practice, this assumption is not true because the neighbor information is frequently updated as the topology changes. As a result, the CDS constructed may
become invalid due to incorrect neighbor information used for building the backbone.
Motivated by the above drawbacks, TPMI is proposed to cope with the limitations of the single initiator algorithms. TPMI does not rely on a single node
(leader) to initiate the construction of the CDS. Instead, all nodes execute the
CDS construction simultaneously across the whole network. This strategy allows nodes to make decisions quickly based on two-hop neighbor information.
Whenever the neighbor information changes, the relevant nodes will update their
changes to the surrounding nodes within a limited number of hops. Hence, any
local changes will not affect the rest of the nodes in the network and will not
necessarily trigger the CDS reconstruction.
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The disadvantage of multiple initiators over the single initiator is that it can generate a large CDS size in the network due to the simultaneous election of multiple
nodes. As a result, the CDS size of TPMI can be larger than the CDS size of TPSI
and SPSI.

TPSI algorithm has several unique features:
• It is a fully distributed and localized algorithm capable of maintaining the
CDS under dynamic topology changes. It is run at multiple nodes as opposed to a single node and relies on localized information provided by
neighbors through beacons.
• It is realistic to implement in practice, namely, it has a mechanism to handle
the presence of both asymmetrical and symmetrical links in the network
and can cope with a variable transmission range of sensor nodes.
• It guarantees the network connectivity such that every node is either in the
CDS or is adjacent to one of the nodes in the CDS.
• It keeps the size of the backbone to a minimal level to minimize the CDS
maintenance overhead and conserve energy.
• It extends the network lifetime by considering several metrics such as load
balancing, residual energy and energy involved in transmission.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the assumptions made in the design of the TPMI algorithm. Section 4.3 describes the design
aspects of the algorithm and the processes involved for building the CDS.
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4.2 WSN Model and Assumptions
The network model and assumptions of the TPMI algorithm are similar to the
ones used in the TPSI and SPSI algorithms proposed in Chapter 3.

4.3 Two-phase Multiple Initiator (TPMI) Algorithm
4.3.1 Overview
The TPMI algorithm constructs a CDS in two phases. The first phase is the DS
generation process which finds a MIS of the graph G. The second phase is the
CDS generation process which finds connectors to connect the DS found by the
first phase. Together, the DS and connectors form a CDS in the network. The two
phases are summarized in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 The implementation of TPMI algorithm
Require: Graph G(V, E)
Ensure: Connected Dominating Set (CDS) ∈ G(V, E)
procedure TPMI(G(V, E))
G ENERATE DS(G(V, E))
G ENERATE CDS(G(V, E))
end procedure

⊲ Main procedure
⊲ Phase 1 of TPMI
⊲ Phase 2 of TPMI

The algorithm assigns every vertex in a given graph G = (V, E) to a state. The
possible states are uncovered, dominator and dominatee. All vertices are initially
in an uncovered state. At the completion of the CDS construction, they will remain in either a dominatee or a dominator state as indicated by Figure 4.1. The
dominators form the CDS of the graph.
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Figure 4.1: The state transition diagram of node u in the TPMI algorithm. Node v
is the neighbor of node u.

4.3.2 Neighbor Discovery
The TPMI algorithm uses the similar neighbor discovery mechanism as in TPSI
and SPSI algorithms. Hence, it requires the neighbor discovery and maintenance
mechanism in Appendix B to find symmetrical neighbors.
Each node in the network exchanges a beacon among its one-hop neighbors at a
periodic time interval. The beacon created for TPMI contains information needed
for constructing a CDS. Figure 4.2 shows the content of the proposed beacon. The
content of the beacon varies between states.

Figure 4.2: The beacon format of a node in the TPMI algorithm.
The dominator has an additional field for connectors other than the uncovered or
dominatee nodes to broadcast the selection of the connectors. The beacon information is similar to one used in the single initiator algorithms in Chapter 3, thus
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the detailed description of the beacon can be referred to Section 3.3.2.

4.3.3 DS Generation
TPMI algorithm finds a maximal independent set (MIS) to create a dominating
set (DS). In order to select the DS in the network, a key(u) which represents the
key of node u is adopted. It is basically a function of node degree and residual
energy defined by Equation 4.3.1. The key is expected to select nodes with large
node degree and high remaining energy to reduce the size of the CDS and extend
the network lifetime respectively. In case of a tie, a larger node id is chosen.

key(u) = nodedegree(u) + residualenergy(u)

(4.3.1)

The process of generating the DS can be described as follows:
• Initially, assign an uncovered node state to every node u ∈ V .
• Each node u broadcasts a beacon containing information described in
Figure 4.2 and discovers its symmetrical neighbors.
• An uncovered node u assigns its state to a dominator if it has the largest
key(u) among its one-hop neighbors or its neighbors are all dominatees. It
then broadcasts a Dominator Message to neighbors.
• An uncovered node u assigns its state to a dominatee if it has a dominator
v with a larger key(v) than key(u) and broadcasts a Dominatee Message.
• A dominator u assigns its state to a dominatee if it has a dominator v with
a larger key(v) than key(u). It then announces its state using a Dominator
Message.
• In case of a tie between node u and v, the largest id node is selected.
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Algorithm 8 provides the detailed implementation of the DS generation.
Algorithm 8 The DS generation of the TPMI algorithm
Require: G(V,E)
Ensure: DS ∈ G(V,E)
procedure G ENERATE DS(G(V, E))
⊲ Phase 1: Find a DS in the network
DS ← ∅; DOMINATEE ← ∅; UNCOVERED ← ∅
for all u ∈ V do
UNCOVERED ← UNCOVERED ∪ {u}
end for
for all u ∈ U N COV ERED do
for all v ∈ N1 (u) do
if key(u) > key(v) then
DS ← DS ∪ {u}
else
DOMINATEE ← DOMINATEE ∪ {u}
end if
end for
end for
for all u ∈ DS do
for all v ∈ N1 (u) do
if key(u) < key(v) then
DOMINATEE ← DOMINATEE ∪ {u}
end if
end for
end for
end procedure

4.3.4 CDS Generation
This phase aims to find connectors to connect to the DS formed by the first phase.
The connectors and the DS will form the CDS in the network. Each dominator u
finds a connector set C(u) among its one-hop neighbors that can reach its two-hop
neighbors. The chosen connector will then become a dominator and triggers the
connector selection among its one-hop neighbors. This process is performed in a
distributed manner across the network until all nodes in the DS are connected.
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Connector Selection
Similar to the TPSI algorithm, the connector selection process uses the enhanced
MPR algorithm to keep the connector set small in size. The only difference is
that this process is computed simultaneously by multiple dominators across the
network. In order to compute the connector, each node requires the knowledge of
its two-hop neighbors. Each node has the list of symmetrical neighbors of each of
its one-hop neighbors. Therefore, it can easily determine the two-hop neighbors
locally.
Each dominator u computes its connector C(u) among its one-hop neighbors
N1 (u), that has the most two-hop neighbors N2 (u) using an enhanced multipoint
relay (MPR) described in Algorithm 5 in Chapter 3.
The process of generating the CDS can be described as follows:
• Each dominator u computes its connector set as in Algorithm 5.
• A dominatee chosen as a connector changes its state to a dominator and
broadcasts a Dominator Message.
• The above processes are repeated until all two-hop neighbors of dominator
u have at least one dominator among their one-hop neighbors.
Algorithm 9 provides the detailed description of the CDS generation.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the process of constructing the CDS using the TPMI algorithm. In this figure, the number labeled beside each node represents the node
identifier. For simplicity, let assume that all nodes have identical energy level.
Therefore, their energy can be ignored so that the key value is determined solely
by node degree.
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Algorithm 9 The CDS generation of the TPMI algorithm
Require: DS and DOMINATEE
Ensure: CDS ∈ G(V,E), where CDS ← DOMINATOR ∪ {DS}
procedure G ENERATE CDS(G(V, E))
⊲ Phase 2: Find a CDS in the network
CONNECTOR ← ∅; DOMINATOR ← ∅
for all u ∈ DS do
for all v ∈ N1 (u) do
Compute v using Algorithm 4
⊲ Connector Nomination
CONNECTOR ← CONNECTOR ∪ {v}
end for
end for
for all u ∈ DOMINATEE do
if u ∈ CONNECTOR then
DOMINATOR ← DOMINATOR ∪ {u}
⊲ Dominator Assignment
end if
end for
end procedure

The CDS process can be explained by the following steps:
1. In Figure 4.3(a), all nodes are initialized to uncovered state.
2. Each node u sends a beacon to find its symmetrical neighbors.
3. All nodes u compute their key(u) and key(v) of their neighbors v. Figure
4.3(b) indicates the computed key(u) values.
4. Figure 4.3(c) illustrates the DS generation. All nodes u evaluate their own
key(u) simultaneously in the network upon the receipt of a beacon from a
neighboring node v. If its key(u) is the largest, it declares itself as a dominator. In this figure, both uncovered nodes 4 and 0 have the largest key
among their neighbors. To break the tie, the larger node id is used. Thus,
node 4 changes its state to dominator. Node 0 on the other hand becomes a
dominatee.
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(a) All nodes are
initially in uncovered state.

(c) Node 4 becomes a dominator because it has
the largest key and
id among its onehop neighbors.

(b) All nodes compute their key
value represented by (k) symbol.

(d) Node 0 changes its state to dominator since it has been chosen as a
connector that can connect the twohop neighbors of dominator 4.

Figure 4.3: An example of a CDS generated using the TPMI algorithm. Figure
4.3(c) is the DS generation and Figure 4.3(d) is the CDS generation.

5. The rest of the nodes in the network become dominatees because their neighbors have a larger key. At the end of the DS generation all nodes remain in
a dominator state or a dominatee state.
6. Figure 4.3(d) shows the CDS generation. During this process, the dominator 4 finds its connector among its one-hop neighbors to reach its two-hop
neighbors 6 and 7. The potential connectors in this case are dominatee 0
and dominatee 2. Dominatee 0 is chosen as a connector because it covers
the largest number of two-hop neighbors and it is the only node connecting
the dominator 4 to node 6.
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7. Upon the nomination of connector, dominatee 0 changes its state to dominator as illustrated in Figure 4.3(d).

4.4 Conclusions
A multiple initiator algorithm TPMI has been proposed in this chapter. The aim
of this chapter is to design a CDS technique that can cope well with topology
changes in the network. Similarly to TPSI and SPSI, TPMI uses localized information gathered from neighbors that are within two-hops away to compute the
CDS. The residual energy and the node degree of nodes are both considered when
choosing the CDS nodes so that the CDS size can be minimized and the network
lifetime can be extended.
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Chapter 5
Theoretical Analysis of Proposed
Algorithms

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the verification and performance analysis of the proposed
algorithms when the underlying topology is modeled as a unit disk graph. The
verification is conducted to confirm the ability of the algorithms in generating
a CDS of a graph. The performance analysis on the other hand evaluates two
important measures: (1) the quality of the generated CDS measured by its size
and (2) the implementation costs of the algorithms in terms of message and time
complexities. These two measures determine the computation and communication overheads as well as the energy consumption involved in constructing and
maintaining the CDS. This chapter shows that the proposed algorithms not only
construct a CDS of a bounded size but they also have low communication and
computation overheads. Due to the low costs and small generated CDS, they
provide energy-efficient and low maintenance solutions for a dynamic environment.
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5.2 Verification of Proposed Algorithms
This section verifies the algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 by investigating the correctness of the generated CDS.

5.2.1 Verification of TPSI Algorithm
This section provides the verification of the TPSI algorithm in generating a CDS.
Since TPSI algorithm constructs a CDS in three phases, the verification of the
algorithm is also proven in three steps. The first step confirms that the MIS generation phase can correctly generate a MIS of a graph. The second step proves
that the CDS generation phase can connect the MIS formed during the first phase
to guarantee the connectivity of the network. Finally, the third step shows that
the CDS pruning phase can still maintain the CDS.

Lemma 5.1. For a given connected graph G(V, E), the MIS generation creates a dominator d that is two hops away from any other dominators in G.
Proof. Recall that all nodes are initially in an uncovered state except the initiator,
which later becomes a dominator. The neighbors of the dominator must become
dominatees and choose exactly one dominator among their uncovered neighbors.
The rule of the TPSI algorithm makes sure that only one uncovered node (i.e. with
the largest key) can be chosen as a dominator at a given time. If the key is a tie,
a unique identifier breaks the tie, in which the node with the larger identifier is
chosen as a dominator. When the chosen node becomes a dominator, its neighbors must become dominatees. These dominatees then select a dominator among
their uncovered one-hop neighbors. As a consequence, the dominators in G are
two hops away from each other.
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Lemma 5.2. For a given connected graph G(V, E), the MIS generation process forms a
MIS which consists of a set of dominators, D. Thus, D is a MIS of G, which is also a DS.
Proof. To prove this lemma, D must satisfy all three properties of the MIS. First,
D is an independent set (IS) of G. Next, any node not in D must have at least
one neighbor in D. Finally, the addition of any node not in D will break the
independence property of the MIS.
For the first property, in order to become an IS, no two dominators in D can be
adjacent. According to Lemma 5.1, two dominators in G are two hops away from
each other. Thus, D must be an IS.
The second property is proven using contradiction. Let assume that there is node
5 which is not a member of D and does not have any neighbor in D as shown
in Figure 5.1(a). Node 5 has to be an uncovered node in order to satisfy this assumption and is three hops away from dominator 0. Based on the MIS generation
process described in Section 3.3.4, dominatee 2 will select node 4 as a dominator.
Node 4 will change its state to a dominator and broadcasts a Dominator Message
to node 5. As a result, node 5 is a neighbor to a node in D and must change
its state to a dominatee as depicted in Figure 5.1(b). This result contradicts the
assumption made.
The final property can be easily proven as in [LSM06] using contradiction. Recall
that D is a set of dominators. Assume that D is not a MIS of G. Hence, there must
be a node in G for example node 2 as shown in Figure 5.2 that is not a dominator
and it can be added to D. To add node 2 into D it has to be a dominator, thus it
must be at least two-hops away from node 0 to satisfy an independent property
of MIS. Assume that node 1 connects node 0 to node 2, and based on the rule of
the MIS generation described in Section 3.3.4, node 2 will eventually change its
state to a dominator, which contradicts the assumption.
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(a) Node 5 is not a member of D and not adjacent
to any node in D.

(b) Node 5 will eventually have a dominator neighbor in D.

Figure 5.1: Validation of the MIS property. Any node u not in D must have a
neighbor in D.

Figure 5.2: Adding node 2 into D breaks the independence property of the MIS.
Since D satisfies all three properties of the MIS, this lemma is proven.

Lemma 5.3. All dominators in D are joined by at least one connector during the CDS
generation process.
Proof. Let D be a set of dominators and E is the set of dominatees formed after
the completion of the MIS generation as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Based on Lemma
5.1, two dominators 0 and 4 are two hops away from each other while Lemma 5.2
proves that all dominatees 1, 2, 3 and 5 must have at least one dominator as neighbor. This implies that any two dominators always have at least one node among
these dominatees. When the rule of the CDS generation described in Section 3.3.5
is applied to these dominatees, they become potential connectors and the most
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eligible nodes among them will be chosen as a connector. Thus, all dominators
are joined by at least one connector.

Theorem 5.4. For a given connected graph G, the TPSI algorithm generates a CDS of
the graph.
Proof. To form a CDS, the TPSI algorithm must first construct a DS in the graph
and then connect the DS with connectors. Both steps are proven by Lemma 5.2
and Lemma 5.3 respectively. Hence, this theorem is proven.

Theorem 5.5. For a given connected graph G consisting of more than two vertices, the
CDS pruning process preserves the CDS in the graph.
Proof. The CDS pruning rule applies only to a pendant node 5 that is in a CDS
state and has a neighbor in the CDS as illustrated by Figure 5.3(a). It can be
clearly seen from the figure, when node 5 is eliminated from the CDS, it becomes
a dominatee as shown in Figure 5.3(b). Since node 5 is adjacent to dominator 4 in
the CDS, the CDS is still formed in the network.

(a) Node 5 is a pendant
node to be pruned from the
CDS.

(b) The network remains connected after the CDS
pruning.

Figure 5.3: Proving Theorem 5.5. The CDS is maintained even after the pruning
of the pendant node.
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Based on the Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 5.5, the TPSI algorithm can construct a
CDS in a given network.

5.2.2 Verification of SPSI Algorithm
This section verifies that the SPSI algorithm correctly builds a CDS in a network.

Lemma 5.6. For a given connected graph G, there is no uncovered node at the completion
of the CDS generation.
Proof. This lemma is proven by contradiction. Assume there exists an uncovered
node 5 when the CDS generation terminates. Let consider two possible scenarios
of node 5: (i) its neighbor is a dominator, node 2 as illustrated in Figure 5.4 and
(ii) its neighbor is a dominatee, node 1 as shown in Figure 5.5. Given that every
node must send beacons to discover neighbors, if the uncovered node has edges
connecting to its neighbors, it has to change its state to either a dominatee or
dominator. In these examples, since node 5 has a dominator among its neighbors,
it changes its state to a dominatee as illustrated in Figure 5.4(b) and Figure 5.5(b),
which contradicts the assumption.

(a) Uncovered node 5 connected to a dominator.

(b) Node 5 will eventually become a dominatee
when node 2 changes its state to a dominator.

Figure 5.4: All nodes in a connected network will either remain in a dominatee or
a dominator state upon the completion of the CDS generation.
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(a) Uncovered node 5 is
connected to a dominatee.

(b) Node 5 will eventually become a dominatee
when node 1 changes its state to a dominator.

Figure 5.5: All nodes in a connected network will either remain in a dominatee or
a dominator state upon the completion of the CDS generation.

Lemma 5.7. For a given connected graph G, the dominatees are adjacent to at least one
dominator.
Proof. Assume that D is a set of dominators. Once a node becomes a dominator,
it remains in the state. As described in Section 3.4.3, an uncovered node changes
its state to a dominatee only if it receives a message from a dominator d in D.
Hence, a dominatee has at least one dominator in D as illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Lemma 5.8. For a given connected graph G, the dominators are adjacent to at least one
dominator, thus forming a connected subgraph G’ at the completion of the CDS generation.
Proof. The CDS generation process in Section 3.4.3 requires each dominator d
to choose a connector among its one-hop neighbors. Recall that the chosen connector will become a dominator which will then continue searching for connectors until all its two-hop neighbors are adjacent to a dominator. This can be explained using Figure 5.5. Assume that dominator 0 initiates the CDS generation
and chooses node 2 as a connector. Node 2 then changes its state to a dominator
and further initiates the connector selection. It selects node 1 as a connector since
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its two-hop neighbor node 5 has no dominator. Upon receiving the connector
election from node 2, node 1 changes its state to a dominator. The search of connector stops when all nodes in the figure have a dominator. At the completion of
the CDS generation, two dominators are adjacent and the network remain connected.

Theorem 5.9. For a given connected graph G, the dominators form a CDS at the completion of the CDS generation.
Proof. At the termination of the CDS generation, a node is either in dominatee or
dominator state as proven by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, and the dominators are connected as shown in Lemma 5.8. Therefore, the set of dominators D generates a
CDS in the network.

5.2.3 Verification of TPMI Algorithm
In this section, the validation of the TPMI algorithm is performed in two steps.
The first step shows that the algorithm can form a DS of a graph and the second
step proves that the DS is fully connected.

Lemma 5.10. For a given connected graph G(V, E), any pair of dominators formed by
the DS generation are separated by at least two hops or at most three hops.
Proof. Each node u evaluates its key against its neighbor’s key as discussed in
Section 4.3.3. Because the key is unique for each node, two adjacent nodes cannot
be dominators. As a result, dominators are at least two hops aways from each
other.
A dominator can be at most three hops away from other dominator. This is
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proven by contradiction. Let D denote the set of dominators created by the first
phase of the TPSI algorithm as shown in Figure 5.6. In this figure, dominators 1
and 5 are four hops away from each other. Let assume that node 6 is in uncovered
state and is not a member of D. Since all neighbors of uncovered node 6 are in
dominatee state, node 6 changes its state to a dominator. Hence, it is in D and two
hops away from dominators in D, which contradicts the assumption. Therefore,
dominators cannot be separated by more than three hops.

Figure 5.6: Proving that two dominators in DS cannot be more than three-hops
away from each other.
Lemma 5.11. At the completion of the DS generation process, all dominators form a DS
of a graph. Therefore, a DS is also a MIS.
Proof. This lemma is proven similarly as in Lemma 5.2, in which three properties
of the MIS must be proven. It is obvious from Lemma 5.10 that the set of dominators is an IS due to the fact that no two dominators are adjacent. Thus, the
IS property is proven. The lemma also shows that each dominatee in the graph
has at least one dominator among its one-hop neighbors. Therefore, the second
property of the MIS is also satisfied. The third property can be easily proven that
no other nodes in the graph can be added to the DS. Assume that node u is an
uncovered node and one hop away from any dominators. According to Lemma
5.10, it is not possible for u to be a dominator as dominators must be separated
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by at least two hops distance. Therefore, node u cannot be added to D or else
it will violate the independence property of the set. Thus, the third property is
achieved.
Since the DS generated by the TPMI algorithm satisfies all three properties of the
MIS, then the DS is an MIS. Hence, this lemma is proven.

Lemma 5.12. The CDS generation process connects the DS by a set of connectors C.
Proof. The second property of the Lemma 5.11 proves that a pair of dominators must have at least one dominatee among their neighbors. These dominators
will find a connector among its dominatees using the enhanced MPR rule explained in Section 4.3.4 until all two-hops neighbors are covered by a dominator.
The CDS generation terminates when the connectors are found, which establishes
that dominators are connected. Hence, this process guarantees the connectivity
of dominators via connectors, which then proves this lemma.

Theorem 5.13. Given a connected graph G(V, E), the TPMI algorithm constructs a
CDS of the graph.
Proof. This theorem is proven by combining the Lemma 5.11 with Lemma 5.12.

5.3 Performance Analysis of Proposed Algorithms
This section measures the performance of the proposed algorithms according to
their message complexity, time complexity, information range and approximation
ratio so that the comparison to the surveyed algorithms in Section 2.4 can be
made. The message complexity measures the communication complexity of the
algorithms, the time complexity evaluates the computational complexity of the
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algorithms and the information range defines the range of information (in hops)
needed by the algorithms to compute a CDS. Generally, algorithms that rely on
a small range of information can quickly gather information in the network, thus
they are more efficient.
Since computing a minimum CDS is an NP-problem [GJ79], the TPSI, SPSI and
TPMI algorithms are approximate CDS solutions. An approximation ratio measures the performance of these algorithms in terms of their ability to minimize
the CDS size. It is computed by taking the ratio of the largest CDS size obtained
by the approximate algorithms to the minimum CDS [WDJ+ 06]. Obviously, the
smaller performance ratio gives the better performance.

5.3.1 Performance of TPSI Algorithm
In TPSI algorithm, node u requires the ID of its two-hop neighbors to compute
the node degree of its one-hop neighbors and determine the symmetrical neighbors. Recall that during neighbor discovery process, node v broadcasts the list of
its one-hop neighbors to node u together with the the residual energy and state.
Hence, the information range of the TPSI algorithm is two hops.

Theorem 5.14. TPSI has O(n) total time complexity and O(n) total message complexity,
where n is the total number of nodes in the network.
Proof. The overall time complexity of the TPSI algorithm is the time consumed
for constructing the MIS and CDS and the time spent on pruning the generated
CDS. During the MIS generation, each dominatee needs O(△d ) time to find the
potential dominator for the MIS, where △d is the node degree. Therefore, this
process has a constant time. During the CDS generation, the time complexity is
measured by the time taken for finding connectors to join the MIS. Each CDS node
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waits a constant time, O(△d ) to build its connector set. The time involved in the
CDS pruning is also O(△d ) because each pendant node has a constant number
of one-hop neighbors to prune. Due to the constant time involved in the three
phases, the algorithm has a total time complexity of O(n).
In this algorithm, each node broadcasts a constant number of messages. During
the MIS generation, each node sends at most one message of either a Dominator
Message or a Dominatee Message. During the CDS generation, the worst case occurs when a dominatee, which is nominated as a connector sends two messages;
Volunteer Connector Message and CDS Message. Since each node sends a bounded
number of messages, its total message complexity is O(n).

Lemma 5.15. The size of a MIS generated by the first phase is at most 3.8 · opt + 1.2,
where opt is the size of a minimum CDS (MCDS) as deduced in [WDJ+ 06].
Proof. Wu et. al [WDJ+ 06] proved that each node is adjacent to at most 3.8 · opt +
1.2 nodes in the MIS. Therefore, the size of the MIS generated by the algorithm
during the first phase is also bounded by 3.8 · opt + 1.2.

Lemma 5.16. The size of the connector set C found during the second phase of the algorithm is bounded by 3.8 · opt + 0.2.
Proof. The TPSI algorithm chooses the connectors among the dominatees formed
by the first phase. Let M denote the MIS size and C is the size of a connector set.
Recall that to become a connector, each dominatee must receive two messages: a
CDS Message from a node in M and also an Invite Connector Message from another
node in M. Therefore, C ≤ M − 1. From Lemma 5.15, C ≤ 3.8 · opt + 1.2 − 1 ≤
3.8 · opt + 0.2.
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Theorem 5.17. TPSI algorithm has an approximation ratio of at most 7.6 · opt + 1.2.
Proof. The approximation factor of the TPSI algorithm is bounded by the size of
the MIS M and the size of connectors C found during the first phase and second
phase respectively. Based on Lemmas 5.15 and 5.16, the CDS size generated by
the algorithm is given by ≤ M + C ≤ 7.6 · opt + 1.2.

5.3.2 Performance of SPSI Algorithm
SPSI algorithm also has two-hop information range as in TPSI algorithm. To perform the connector computation and find the symmetrical neighbors, each node
u needs to know the ID of its two-hop neighbors.

Theorem 5.18. SPSI has O(3∆C + 3∆) time complexity and O(n) message complexity,
where n is the total number of nodes in the network, C is the number of chosen connectors
and ∆ is the maximum node degree in the network.
Proof. The time complexity of the SPSI algorithm is the time taken for computing
the connector set in the network. Since the computation of connectors is based
on the MPR algorithm [QVL02], thus the time complexity of the SPSI algorithm
is O(3∆C + 3∆), which can be proven similarly as in [LSM06].
The overall message complexity of SPSI is O(n) since each node u exchanges exactly one message, either a Dominatee Message or a Dominator Message to build the
CDS.

Theorem 5.19. SPSI algorithm has an approximation ratio of at most O(log(∆)), where
∆ is the maximum number of neighbors in the network. Under sparse networks, the
approximation ratio is within a small constant factor.
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Proof. The SPSI algorithm uses the enhanced MPR rule discussed in Section 3.4.3
to find a connector set for building the backbone in a network. This process involves finding the two-hop neighbors covered by each node in the neighbor set.
As proven in [Vie98], the algorithm that computes a connector set using this approach has an approximation ratio bounded by log(∆), where ∆ is the maximum
number of neighbors in the network. Since, the SPSI algorithm uses the same approach as in [QVL02], it approximates the CDS size of at most O(log(∆)) times the
CDS size of MCDS. Although it does not guarantee a small CDS size, the finding
in [QVL02] shows otherwise. Under sparse networks, the approximation ratio is
within a small constant factor of 4.7 [QVL02]. A sparse network here refers to
a network that has a node degree below 4, in which node degree is defined as
the average number of neighbors per node [Sto08]. This approximation ratio is
comparable to the approximation ratio of the TPSI algorithm.

5.3.3 Performance of TPMI Algorithm
Since TPMI algorithm collects the ID of two-hop neighbors to find connector sets
and symmetrical neighbors, its information range is also two hops.

Theorem 5.20. TPMI has O(3∆C + 3∆ + n) time complexity and O(n) message complexity.
Proof. The overall time complexity of the TPMI algorithm is computed by the
time taken for building the CDS construction. This process involves two phases,
the DS and CDS generations. During the DS generation, the algorithm takes O(n)
to compute the MIS (or DS), as proven in [AWF02]. During the CDS generation,
the time taken is measured by the connector selection process, which is based
on the MPR concept in [QVL02]. Therefore its time complexity is O(3∆C + 3∆),
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which can be derived from the proof in [LSM06].
This algorithm uses a constant number of messages when constructing a CDS.
Each node sends exactly one message to its one-hop neighbors. The dominator sends a Dominator Message to inform its state and the chosen connector. The
dominatee chosen as a connector also sends one message, the Dominator Message
and broadcasts its selected connectors to neighbors. The uncovered node that
has a smaller key than its neighbors sends one Dominatee Message to announce
its change of state. Therefore, the TPMI algorithm has an overall O(n) message
complexity.

Lemma 5.21. The size of a DS generated by the TPMI algorithm at the completion of the
first phase is at most 3.8 · opt + 1.2, where opt is the size of a minimum CDS (MCDS) as
deduced in [WDJ+ 06].
Proof. As shown in Lemma 5.11, the DS generated by the algorithm is the MIS
of a graph. Thus, the size of the DS must not exceed 3.8 · opt + 1.2 as proven in
[WDJ+ 06].

Theorem 5.22. TPMI algorithm has an approximation ratio of at most ≤ 182.4 · opt +
57.6.
Proof. The size of the CDS generated by the TPMI algorithm is determined by
the size of the DS and the number of connectors involved in connecting a pair
of nodes in the DS. Let M denote the size of the DS. According to the proof in
[AWF02], the total number of a pair of dominators is at most

47(M )
.
2

Lemma 5.10

proves that in the worst case, there are at most two dominatees chosen as connectors in between a pair of dominators. Therefore, the total number of connectors
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separating two dominators is at most 47(M ). Using Lemma 5.21, the approximation ratio of the TPMI algorithm is bounded by ≤ 48(M ) ≤ 182.4 · opt + 57.6.

5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the correctness of the proposed algorithms and their performances
have been evaluated and summarized in Table 5.1. The theoretical analysis has
indicated that the proposed algorithms correctly construct a CDS of a graph. The
performance analysis on the other hand has shown the following beneficial features of the algorithms: (1) they guarantee a good CDS size as their approximation ratio is bounded by a constant ratio and (2) they have linear message and
time complexities, thus they are efficient and easy to maintain especially under a
dynamic network topology.
Algorithms
TPSI
SPSI
TPMI

Time
Complexity
O(n)
O(3∆C + 3∆)
O(3∆C + 3∆ + n)

Message
Complexity
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)

Approximation
Factor
7.6 · opt + 1.2
O(log(∆)) or 4.7
192 · opt + 48

Table 5.1: A summary of the performance analysis of the proposed algorithms. In
the table, n represents the total number of nodes, ∆ is the maximum number of
neighbors in the network and opt is the size of the minimum CDS.

Although the SPSI algorithm does not always guarantee a small approximation
ratio such as under dense networks, its implementation costs are lower than the
costs of other existing approaches in [BGLA03, GK98, SDB98, WL99]. However,
as the networks become less denser, its approximation ratio yields a better result
which is bounded by a small constant value. Thus, its performance is comparable to the performance of the TPSI and TPMI algorithms. In the next chapter, the
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performance of the algorithms is further evaluated against several leading algorithms using a simulation based analysis to confirm whether they outperform the
existing algorithms.
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Chapter 6
Simulation of Proposed Algorithms

6.1 Introduction
The simulation results for the proposed algorithms are covered in this chapter.
The algorithms have been implemented in simulation-based frameworks. These
implementations were used to analyze the performance of the algorithms under
various network conditions and to compare them with two leading algorithms
surveyed in Chapter 2, which were also simulated as ”benchmarks“.
This chapter is organized as follow: Section 6.2 specifies the simulation framework and set-up scenarios for the algorithms. In Section 6.3, the metrics used for
investigating the performance of the proposed algorithms are defined. The analysis of the findings is given in Section 6.4. Finally, the conclusion drawn from the
results and highlights of the findings can be found in Section 6.5.

6.2 Simulation Set-up and Testing Environment
The details of the simulation set-up is given in this section. Section 6.2.1 explains
the simulation tools while Section 6.2.2 presents the energy consumption model
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for the algorithms. Finally, Section 6.2.3 describes the network topologies generated for the performance analysis.

6.2.1 Simulation Framework
Since the goal of this chapter is to perform a realistic evaluation of the algorithms,
a simulation framework, MiXiM [WSKW] was chosen for a number of reasons:
1. It can concisely model and directly support wireless communication.
2. It is capable of modeling the energy consumption of wireless devices.
3. It inherits the advantages of OMNeT++. Thus, it is freely available for academic purposes, highly modular, flexible, portable for Windows, Mac OS/X
and Linux platforms, and there is extensive support for libraries and GUI
for the visualization of graphs.
MiXiM requires the OMNeT++ [Var] simulation engine to run. Details of the
MiXiM and OMNeT++ frameworks are described in Appendix C.

6.2.2 Energy Consumption Model
The energy consumption involved in the CDS construction was measured based
on the energy dissipation of transmitting and receiving packets activities as modeled in [HCB00]. The transmitting operation is more costly than the receiving
operation because it involves the electronic and amplifier parts, whereas, the receiving operation only involves the electronic part [CS04]. All nodes were initially assumed to have an identical energy reserve which was set to 0.01 mWs.
Every time a node sends a packet, its transmit energy ETX (k, d) drops by
ETX (k, d) = δk + γkd2 ,
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(6.2.1)

where δ is the receiver circuitry constant assumed as 50 nJ/bit, γ is the transmit
amplifier constant assumed as 100 pJ/bit/m2 , d is the transmit distance and k is
the packet length assumed as 2000 bits long.
The energy consumption for receiving packets ERX (k) is computed by

ERX (k) = δk.

(6.2.2)

6.2.3 Network Topologies
In the simulations, realistic topologies generated using the measurements obtained from an actual wireless testbed were used. Figure 6.1 shows the testbed
which was set-up in a computer laboratory.

Figure 6.1: A packet radio network testbed consisting of 33 packet radio devices.
The devices are cheap transmitter/receiver operating at the frequency of 433MHz
ISM band and they were connected to a desktop computer via a serial connection.

Figure 6.2 is an example of a generated topology of a 100 nodes WSN which does
not use a unit-disk graph (UDG) model. This topology has a variable transmission radius and the communication links are strongly affected by the quality of
the signal reception. Interference is expected due to the presence of obstacles that
may prevent nodes from receiving or sending packets. A total of 150 topologies
were generated for the performance evaluation.
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Figure 6.2: An example of a topology generated using the topology generator
consisting of 100 nodes with an average number of 4 neighbors per node.
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6.3 Performance Quality Metrics
The following metrics were used to investigate the efficiency of the proposed
algorithms:
1. Size of the CDS. The size of the CDS represents the backbone size of a
network. A small backbone is preferable over the large backbone for simplifying routing and avoiding high communication overhead. To measure
this metric, the number of CDS nodes generated was recorded when the
simulation terminated at 2000s.
2. Message overhead. This metric measures the message overhead involved
for constructing the CDS. It affects the network performance in several ways.
The more message overheads required during the CDS generation, the more
nodes spend their energy and the shorter the lifetime of the network. To
minimize the message overhead, the number of messages should be kept
low and the length of messages should be kept short. Therefore, the message overhead was computed by multiplying the average number of messages sent with the message size (number of bytes in a message). The message overhead of each algorithm in this work was measured at the duration
of 2000s.
3. Energy consumption. Minimizing the energy consumption can prolong the
lifetime of the network. As mentioned in Section 6.2.2, the energy consumption here refers to the energy consumed during the transmit and receive
packet activities. In this simulation, the energy consumed by these two activities for a duration of time was measured. The duration of time set was
2000s.
4. Network lifetime. The network lifetime in this simulation was defined by
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the time when the first CDS node dies. It was assumed that the death of one
CDS node was very critical to the network. As this node dies, the backbone
was no longer connected and a new CDS must be reconstructed. The algorithm that can run longer is preferable over the one with the short run time.
When the battery of a CDS node was completely depleted, the simulation
stopped. The time when this event happened was recorded as the network
lifetime.
5. Convergence time. This metric measures how much time an algorithm
needs in order to construct a CDS. It reflects the time complexity of the
algorithm. An algorithm that has a shorter convergence time is desirable as
it can quickly reconstruct the CDS when the network topology changes. To
measure the convergence time, the time taken for the algorithm to successfully build the CDS was recorded.
6. Average route path length. Since it is common for the CDS to be used for
routing application, the average route path length over the subgraph, Ga
formed by the CDS is measured. This metric is used to prove that the CDS
generated by the proposed topology control algorithms can still preserve
the shortest path length, thus making it reliable for the operation of any
routing algorithm. To obtain the average route path length, Dijkstra’s algorithm was run on the topologies of the CDS and the average shortest path
length from a source to a target node was then recorded.

6.4 Analysis of the Results
SPSI, TPSI and TPMI algorithms were compared against the ECDS [YJY06] and
PACDS [WGS01] algorithms surveyed in Chapter 2. Since the ECDS is the leading
algorithm for generating a small CDS [KWL+ 09], it was selected for comparison.
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Although PACDS does not guarantee a small CDS size, it has the ability to converge fast [SSK+ 08, YSS11]. The convergence here refers to the time taken by
the PACDS to form a CDS. Hence, it served as a benchmark for analyzing the
convergence speed of SPSI, TPSI and TPMI algorithms.
The performance of the proposed algorithms was evaluated in two aspects: network size and network density. The network size compares the performance of
the algorithms in both small and large networks. It was used to determine the
scalability of algorithms. The network density on the other hand, measures the
performance of the algorithms as the number of neighbors at each node increases.
In [Sto08], network density has been recommended as one of the independent
variables for performance comparison due to its significant impact on the performance of algorithms. Despite its importance, it is rarely evaluated in many works
[SSK+ 08, WGS01, WW03, YJY06, YWD09].
The network density is defined by the average number of neighbors per node or
known as node degree. The types of networks (sparse, medium and dense) are
classified according to the node degree value. Table 6.1 specifies the corresponding values for each network type defined in [Sto08]. As shown later in Section
6.4.1, a comparison made solely based on the network size without the consideration of the network density would have significant consequences on the performance results. For example, given a particular network density, one can always
claim a superior performance. Therefore, in order to get a thorough analysis, the
algorithms in this thesis were tested in sparse, medium and dense networks.
For simulations, 50 topologies of various network sizes were generated for each
three network densities: sparse, medium and dense networks. Hence, a total of
150 topologies were used. The number of nodes N in the topologies varied from
100 to 500 with an interval of 100. Ten runs of different seeds were created for
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each N. The nodes were deployed in a two-dimensional (2D) space and their
transmission radius was not fixed. The parameters used in the simulations are
given in Table 6.1.
Network Type
Network density (node degree) [Sto08]
Deployment area (m2 )
Number of nodes
Number of seeds per run
Total number of runs per network type
Node initial energy (mWs)
MAC protocol
Physical layer model
Path loss exponent

Sparse
4− 6

Medium Dense
8−10
12
600-1341
100, 200, 300, 400 and 500
10
50
0.01
CSMA/MAC
simple path loss
3

Table 6.1: The parameters.
The remaining parts of this section report the simulation results obtained and
analyze the results based on the metrics discussed in Section 6.3.

6.4.1 Evaluation of the CDS Size
The main goal of this simulation is to compare the CDS size formed by the algorithms. As mentioned before, the idea is to keep the CDS size as small as possible
to minimize the communication overhead. For this comparison, two parameters,
the network size and the network density were used.
Figure 6.3 shows the CDS size generated plotted against the two parameters.
When the network size increases from 100 to 500, the number of CDS nodes of
all algorithms also increases in a linear fashion. This is expected as large networks will require more number of CDS nodes to cover neighbors that are not in
the CDS.
From Figure 6.3, the network density has a significant impact on all algorithms except for TPMI. It is clear that the SPSI, TPSI and ECDS are best for sparse, medium
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Figure 6.3: Average CDS size versus network density and network size of the
proposed and leading algorithms. Network density of 4 and 6 represents sparse
networks, 8 and 10 represent medium networks and 12 represents dense network.
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and dense networks respectively because they created the minimum number of
CDS.
An interesting finding was that the excellent performance of the ECDS claimed
in [KWL+ 09, YJY06] is only applicable to dense networks. In contrast, TPMI’s
performance on the other hand was not affected by the network density. Its CDS
size remains quite constant throughout all network densities. This suggests that
it is more flexible to be used in any type of networks regardless of the network
density. The constant performance of the TPMI can be explained by the use of
multiple initiators over a single initiator when finding dominators. Because these
dominators were fully distributed over the network, TPMI will consistently find
those with the largest neighbor coverage. However, in the single initiator approach, this similar process was performed from one single point of view. Depending on which node was chosen as the initiator and the selection metric used
for the initiator, the random selection of dominators influenced the CDS size of
the network.
TPSI and ECDS both had a same trend, in which their CDS size decreased with
the network densities. They produced a comparative number of CDS nodes in
dense networks. This is contributed by the similarities in their CDS generation
process and the CDS selection metric. It is also obvious that the benefit of using the node degree as the selection metric for choosing CDS nodes was only
apparent in dense networks. The reason is that as the network becomes denser,
more neighbors are covered by the CDS nodes, thus less number of CDS nodes
are formed. It is also observed that in sparse and medium networks, the CDS
size of the TPSI was lower than the one in the ECDS due to the pruning process.
However, this pruning process had no significant impact on dense networks due
to the lack of nodes to be pruned. Recall that the pruning process only prunes
nodes which have one neighbor. In dense networks, nodes in the network mostly
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have more than one neighbors, thus there is only a few of nodes available for
pruning.
In contrast to the TPSI and ECDS, the CDS size of the PACDS and SPSI kept
increasing as the network density increased, with PACDS consistently forming
the highest CDS size in almost all network densities. The result of the PACDS
is predictable since PACDS generally creates a large number of CDS during the
first phase because it uses the rule of the ’two uncovered nodes’ for selecting CDS
nodes. This rule did not take into account the node density, thus was less efficient
in reducing the CDS size. This explains why PACDS introduced the second phase
to prune the redundant CDS nodes. The reason for the increased CDS size in the
SPSI with respect to the network density was contributed by the increment in the
number of connectors chosen when using the MPR rule.

6.4.2 Evaluation of the Message Overhead
Figure 6.4 presents the message overhead with respect to the network density
and size.
The proposed algorithms TPSI, SPSI and TPMI required a significantly low message overhead in comparison to the ECDS and PACDS, with the TPMI having the
least message overhead during the CDS construction. The great performance of
the proposed algorithms was obvious in the dense network. In the case of node
degree 12, the SPSI, TPSI and TPMI reduced the message overhead of the ECDS
up to 75%, 87% and 96% accordingly. Compared to the message overhead of the
PACDS, the saving made by the SPSI, TPSI and TPMI was 71%, 84% and 95%
respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Average message overhead of five algorithms plotted against the network density and network size. Network density of 4 and 6 represent sparse networks, 8 and 10 represent medium networks and 12 represents dense network.
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The high message overhead in the ECDS is related to the frequent number of messages sent when nodes are competing for the CDS election. As the network density or size increases, the number of neighbors and nodes also increases. Thus,
more nodes will be involved in the negotiation process to decide which nodes
should be chosen as the CDS. The large number of messages required by the
ECDS found in this section was verified against the number of messages measured in [WL08]. They both have a similar pattern. In the PACDS, the substantial
message overhead incurred is also due to the large number of messages broadcast during both phases of the CDS generation. Although PACDS uses localized
information, the pruning process is costly. Every time a node is eliminated from
the CDS, it has to inform its current state to neighbors that are two hops away.
To validate the message overhead of the PACDS, the number of messages of the
PACDS recorded in [SSK+ 08, WL08] was compared to the number of messages of
the PACDS measured in this section.
The good performance of the TPSI, SPSI and TPMI was due to two reasons.
Firstly, these algorithms eliminate the negotiation process and based on the local
information, they decide whether they are eligible for joining the CDS. Secondly,
the number of exchanged messages that they use was bounded by a constant
number. Nodes do not send messages unless it is necessary for example when
updating node status. ECDS nevertheless requires each node to regularly send
messages containing the weight information for deciding MIS and CDS nodes.
From Figure 6.4, the TPMI performs better than the TPSI and SPSI. In dense networks, its message overhead is approximately 71% and 85% lower than the message overhead of the TPSI and SPSI, respectively. This implies that the multiple
initiator approach is more efficient than the single initiator approach whereby the
process of finding the CDS is fully distributed with only a few nodes involved in
the message transmission. Contrary to the TPMI, the CDS generation process of
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the TPSI and SPSI had a chain reaction, where changes in one node will trigger
changes in the subsequent nodes. This contributes to the large message overhead
as the number of nodes sending messages is also large.
SPSI in general has a higher message overhead than the TPSI except in dense
networks. This is due to its large signaling message size. However, as the network became denser as in node degree 12, the message overhead of the TPSI was
12% higher than in SPSI. This can be explained by the increase in the number of
messages sent in both phases of the CDS construction in the case of TPSI.

6.4.3 Evaluation of the Energy Consumption
Similar to Section 6.4.1 and Section 6.4.2, the energy consumption of the algorithms was analyzed with respect to the network density and size. Since the
energy consumption was determined based on the energy spent for transmitting
and receiving messages, it is influenced by the average number of messages used
by the algorithms.
The result of Figure 6.5 indicates that the energy consumption of all algorithms
remains constant with the network size.
The ECDS has the largest energy consumption followed by the PACDS. In a dense
network of node degree 12, the energy spent by TPSI, SPSI and TPMI are respectively 82%, 95% and 96% less than the energy spent by the ECDS. Whereas
TPSI, SPSI and TPMI consume 71%, 91% and 96% respectively less energy than
in PACDS. The high energy consumption of the ECDS is due to the high message
generation during the construction of the CDS that was based on a negotiation.
As mentioned before in Section 6.4.2, the self-pruning process and the less efficient rule adopted for the CDS selection were the reasons for the large message
created in the PACDS, which resulted in high energy consumption.
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Figure 6.5: Average energy consumption of five algorithms plotted against the
network density and network size. Network density of 4 and 6 represent sparse
networks, 8 and 10 represent medium networks and 12 represents dense network.
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The effectiveness of the TPSI, SPSI and TPMI in conserving energy consumption
was due to the low number of messages sent during the CDS construction. They
were designed to limit the number of messages sent and only send a constant
number of messages as proven in Chapter 5.

6.4.4 Evaluation of the Network Lifetime
The network lifetime comparison among the algorithms with respect to the network density and size is presented in Figure 6.6. The network lifetime was measured based on how long the algorithm can run before the network can no longer
form a CDS. The algorithm stops running when the energy level of the first CDS
node becomes zero.
As shown in this figure, the network lifetime decreased as the network density
increased and remained constant with increasing network size except for SPSI
and TPSI. This indicates that more energy was spent in dense networks. TPMI
had a longer lifetime followed by the SPSI and TPSI contributed by their low
energy consumption as demonstrated in Figure 6.5. As predicted, the PACDS
and ECDS both had a shorter lifetime, with the ECDS having the shortest network
lifetime due to its significant amount of energy consumption.
Clearly, the TPMI, SPSI and TPSI algorithms outperformed the performance of
the PACDS and ECDS because they consumed a minimum energy and utilized a
low message overhead. The network lifetime of the ECDS are respectively 96%,
95% and 71% lower than the network lifetime of the TPMI, SPSI and TPSI.
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Figure 6.6: Network lifetime of five algorithms plotted against the network density and network size. Network density of 4 and 6 represent sparse networks, 8
and 10 represent medium networks and 12 represents dense network.
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6.4.5 Evaluation of the Convergence Time
Figure 6.7 illustrates the relationship of the convergence time with the network
density and size.
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Figure 6.7: Average convergence time of five algorithms plotted against the network density and network size. Network density of 4 and 6 represent sparse networks, 8 and 10 represent medium networks and 12 represents dense network.
Apart from the PACDS and TPMI, all algorithms took a longer time to converge as
the network size increased. This shows that more time was required for searching
the CDS nodes when the network became larger and denser. As for the PACDS,
it took the least time to build a CDS due to its distributed implementation and
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the simplicity in its construction. Interestingly, its convergence time was constant
as the network density increased. This result confirms its superior performance
in computing a CDS. The TPMI also had a relatively good performance in comparison to the PACDS where its convergence time was almost the same in any
network density. It outperformed SPSI, TPSI and ECDS due to the use of distributed multiple initiators.
The ECDS on the other hand was consistently producing the largest convergence
time regardless of the network size. This was due to the additional time spent on
finding neighbors with the largest weight, where nodes needed to update their
neighbors on their latest weight. As predicted, the TPSI required a longer time to
build the CDS than the SPSI because of its extra phase used in the CDS generation
process.
As the network density increased, the ECDS’s performance improved. This can
be explained by the fact that as nodes have more neighbors, less time is spent on
computing the CDS because these neighbors are already covered by some other
nodes, possibly a CDS. This behavior was not observed in the SPSI and TPSI, in
which they needed similar duration to compute the CDS and were less affected
by the network density. Thus, they are more robust.

6.4.6 Evaluation of the Average Route Path Length
In routing protocols, the route path length or known as the shortest path length
is an important characteristic of networks. Due to the common use of the CDS in
routing, the route path length property was measured on the CDS. Ideally, this
property should be preserved in the induced sub-graph generated by the CDS
algorithms. In this thesis, the average route path length in both the initial graph
of the network and sub-graph of the network created by the proposed algorithms
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were measured and compared.
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Figure 6.8: Average route path length of the network is preserved even after the
application of the topology control. Network density of 4 and 6 represent sparse
networks, 8 and 10 represent medium networks and 12 represents dense network.
The average route path length of initial topologies depicted in Figure 6.8 represents the route path length measured over the initial graph of the network. Detailed description on the initial topologies can be found in Section 6.2.3. Whereas
the route path length of the five algorithms is the path length calculated over
the CDS topologies formed by the algorithms. These CDS topologies represent
the sub-graph of the network. To obtain the average route path length from a
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source to a target node, Dijkstra’s algorithm implemented in OMNeT++ was run
on initial and CDS topologies.
Figure 6.8 shows that the route path length did exist in the CDS, confirming the
fact that all the proposed algorithms were capable of preserving this property. It is
evident that the average route path length decreases with the increase in network
density as there are more possible shorter routes available in the network. A
significant improvement in the shortest path length with respect to the network
density was produced by the SPSI followed by the PACDS, TPMI, ECDS and
TPSI. An increase in the average route path length with respect to the increase in
network size is expected due to the fact that nodes had to traverse longer to reach
the target node via their CDS nodes.

6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented and discussed the simulation results of the proposed
algorithms. These algorithms were evaluated against two competing algorithms
to obtain their performance comparison. Apart from the network size, the network density parameter which was often ignored in previous studies was adopted
for the performance evaluation. The simulation findings showed that the network density plays an important role in evaluating the performance of the algorithms. The proposed algorithms had successfully ensured that the route path
length property measured over the constructed CDS was maintained, thus making them suitable for routing application.
The results of the simulations indicated that the TPSI, SPSI and TPMI can build a
CDS quickly by using only minimum energy resources and low communication
overhead. These features contribute to the network lifetime extension. With respect to the CDS size, it can be concluded that SPSI is best deployed for sparse
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networks, whereas, TPSI is best suited for medium and dense networks. On the
other hand, TPMI is efficient for minimizing the message overhead and energy
consumption, and extending the network lifetime. This demonstrates that the
proposed algorithms in the thesis offer solutions for wider applications. They
can be used to complement the existing CDS algorithms which are typically excellent in dense networks but perform poorly in sparse and medium networks.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions

7.1 Conclusions
As witnessed by the growth in the number of research publications to date, topology control has become one of the important strategies for conserving the power
resources of nodes and handling the dynamic issues of networks. The survey
conducted in Chapter 2 showed that among the techniques used for exercising
topology control, a CDS offered several advantages. The survey revealed that the
current CDS techniques were not efficient. The existing techniques use simplified
network models, do not consider the network density for performance evaluation
and require a significant number of message exchanges to build the CDS, which
could adversely affect the network lifetime.
This thesis offers three distributed and localized CDS techniques that are efficient
for WSNs. These techniques: (1) eliminate the use of an idealized graph such as
UDG, (2) adopt a more realistic link connectivity model that considers the existence of unidirectional links, (3) take into account the interference between nodes,
(4) employ a basic link layer protocol that handles packet retransmissions and (5)
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utilize realistic node distribution through the use of network topologies that are
not uniformly distributed over an area and have variable transmission ranges.
The algorithms were implemented in the simulation-based framework MiXiM,
which runs on OMNeT++ engine with the core functionality written in C++. The
efficiency of the proposed algorithms were analyzed against the two competing
CDS algorithms ECDS and PACDS in two important aspects: network density
and network size.
In Chapter 3, two distributed CDS techniques TPSI and SPSI that were based on
a single initiator construction were proposed. Due to the importance of extending the network lifetime, they were designed in a distributed fashion using only
localized information to create a small CDS and reduce the communication overhead. The theoretical analysis conducted in Chapter 5 and the simulation results
of Chapter 6 show that both TPSI and SPSI have low computational overheads
with linear time and message complexities compared to the two leading algorithms. From the simulation results, the benefit of the SPSI is apparent in sparse
networks while the TPSI is more efficient for medium and sparse networks.
Chapter 4 proposed the TPMI algorithm which is capable of handling frequent
topology link changes in the network. This is achieved through the use of multiple initiators for the CDS construction. Similar to the objectives of the TPSI and
SPSI, the TPMI aims to create a small number of CDS while reducing the message
overhead of the network, which then leads to energy-efficiency and network lifetime extension. The theoretical analysis was performed on the TPMI in Chapter
5 to verify its time and message complexities as well its approximation factor,
showing its bounded CDS size. Simulation results in Chapter 6 show that the
TPMI generates a relatively constant CDS size independent of network density.
It is capable of creating a smaller CDS size compared to the leading algorithm
ECDS in sparse and medium networks and always generates a lower CDS size
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than the one in PACDS. Although TPMI does not create the smallest size of a
CDS as in TPSI and SPSI, it is very efficient in minimizing the message overhead,
reducing the energy resources and prolonging the network longevity.

7.2 Summary of Contributions
The contributions of this thesis in the area of topology control can be summarized
as follows:
• A detailed survey on topology control providing an overview of various
existing techniques and their classification [ASFI12].
• Three CDS algorithms TPSI, SPSI and TPMI were proposed for the realistic
implementation of WSNs. They outperformed the two leading CDS algorithms implemented in this thesis in terms of the CDS size, message overhead, energy consumption, network lifetime and convergence time. SPSI in
particular is excellent for sparse networks [AS12a] and TPSI is best suited
for the medium and dense networks [AS12b]. TPMI on the other hand is an
energy-efficient and fast convergence algorithm.
Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 provide the performance comparison of TPSI, SPSI and
TPMI with the two leading algorithms PACDS and ECDS as benchmarks.

7.3 Future Directions
There are various issues that require further investigation within this research
topic. Recently, there has been growing interest in algorithms for non-planar
topologies such as deployments in underwater environments or multi-level buildings. These topologies are modeled in three-dimensional (3D) space rather than
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Figure 7.1: Comparative performance of the algorithms in sparse networks ( average node degree is less than 6 [Sto08] ).

Figure 7.2: Comparative performance of the algorithms in medium networks
( average node degree is between 8 and 10 [Sto08] ).
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Figure 7.3: Comparative performance of the algorithms in dense networks ( average node degree is above 12 [Sto08] ).

two-dimensional (2D) space. The proposed algorithms can be extended to 3D
topologies and their performance can be investigated.
There have been a number of WSN applications that assume a sink or sensor
nodes to be mobile such as in battlefields. Therefore, it is important to evaluate
the impact of mobility on the performance of the algorithms, particularly with
respect to the message overhead, energy consumption and network lifetime. A
mobility model that reflects the actual users’ movement should be considered
over the random waypoint mobility model.
One of the common applications of the CDS is broadcasting. The proposed algorithms can be implemented to support routing and their impact on various
routing protocols can be studied.
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Appendix A
Graph Theory Definitions

The chapter introduces some definitions from graph theory for modeling the
WSNs.
Definition A.1. Symmetrical Links
A graph G is said to exhibit symmetrical links if node u is able to send messages
to node v as well as receiving messages from v with no interference. This property is also known as bidirectional links. Symmetrical links are assumed in the
network since routing and connectivity both rely on them.

Definition A.2. Connectivity
A communication graph G is connected if two vertices u and v are joined by at
least one edge (u, v) in the G.

Definition A.3. Node Degree
A node degree N D(v) is defined as the maximum number of edges at node v,
assuming that the edges are symmetrical. It is also equivalent to the number of
neighbors of node v.
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Definition A.4. Independent Set
An independent set (IS) of G = (V, E) is a set of S ⊆ V such that no two nodes are
adjacent in the set.

Definition A.5. Maximal Independent Set
A maximal independent set (MIS) of G = (V, E) is an independent set that is not
a subset of any other independent set such that adding the vertex not in the set
violates the independence property of the set.

Definition A.6. Dominating Set
A dominating set (DS) of G = (V, E) is a subset of V such that each node not in
the set is adjacent to at least one node in the set.

Definition A.7. Connected Dominating Set
A connected dominating set (CDS) of G = (V, E) is a dominating set of G which
connects the dominating set to form a connected subgraph of G.
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Appendix B
Symmetrical Neighbor Discovery and
Maintenance Mechanism

A symmetrical neighbor discovery and maintenance mechanism is responsible
for discovering symmetrical neighbors and updating neighbor information in the
network. It ensures up-to-date neighbor information is used during the construction of a CDS.
This mechanism consists of two phases: neighbor discovery and neighbor maintenance. The first phase finds symmetrical neighbors while the second phase
regularly updates the neighbor information.

B.1 Neighbor Discovery
Each node stores two types of neighbors: (1) symmetrical neighbors and (2) broken neighbors. The symmetrical neighbors are nodes with symmetrical links
whereas the broken neighbors are nodes with asymmetrical links. Each node
u uses the rule described by Algorithm 10 to discover its symmetrical and asymmetrical neighbors. The symmetrical neighbors of node u are considered as neighbors and they are adopted for computing the CDS but the broken neighbors are
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not the neighbors of node u. Node u monitors the incoming number of beacon
packets Npkt from its neighbors v for a duration of time Tarrival . Two conditions
specified in step 2 and step 3 of the rule are used to find the neighbors. Node
u considers node v as its symmetrical neighbor if: (1) Npkt of node v exceeds the
Nthreshold , which is set to the value of 3 and (2) node u is the potential neighbor of
node v.
Algorithm 10 Neighbor Reception Rule.
1. Record the number of consecutive beacon packets, Npkt received within a
timeout period, Tarrival .
2. If node u has Npkt > Nthreshold during Tarrival , it is a potential neighbor. Otherwise, reset the timeout counter and continue listening for incoming packets.
3. For every potential neighbor of node u, if neighbor v has node u in its potential neighbor list, it is added to the symmetrical neighbor list. Otherwise, it
is added to the broken neighbor list of node u. The symmetrical neighbors are
the neighbors of node u.

B.2 Neighbor Maintenance
A neighbor maintenance process maintains and updates the neighbor information of nodes. Node u broadcasts its neighbor information to all neighbors when
the state of neighbors or the list of neighbors changes.
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Appendix C
MiXiM and OMNeT++ Simulation
Frameworks

The simulation frameworks, OMNeT++ Version 4.1 and MiXiM Version 1.2 running on Linux platform were used for simulations. Section C.1 briefly provides
the overview of OMNeT++ and Section C.2 describes the architecture of MiXiM.

C.1 OMNeT++ Framework
OMNeT++ [Var] is an open source discrete event simulation tool written in C++
programming language. It is used for modeling communication networks, multiprocessors and other distributed or parallel systems [VH08]. OMNeT++ provides
basic tools and libraries that allow users to build a large-scale network of hierarchical structure. In order to support larger applications, OMNet++ is designed to
be as general as possible. To suit specific applications, users can choose simulation models and frameworks that have been independently developed. MiXiM
[WSKW] is one of the supported frameworks. The list of updated frameworks
and simulation models is available in [Var].
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C.2 MiXiM Framework
MiXiM is an OMNeT++ modeling framework that merges several existing simulation frameworks to support detailed models and protocols for mobile or static
wireless networks. Details of the relevant frameworks can be found in [WSKW].
It offers accurate lower layer models of the protocol stack to realistically simulate
the behaviors of the wireless networks. The wireless channel effects of the physical layer, namely signal fading and attenuation can be implemented and several
MAC protocols such as CSMA, 802.11 and 802.15.4 can be chosen. The energy
consumption activities of various devices such as radio, sensor nodes and CPU,
and the host failure state are also provided. This energy model is ported from the
Energy Framework [Fee] and was used for modeling the energy consumption of
the algorithms described in Section 6.2.2.
To create a network in MiXiM, three components must be present:
1. Network architecture. It is built using modules. A larger module (a WSN)
can be formed by combining several simple modules (sensor nodes).
2. Network functionality. The functionality of the modules is programmed in
C++.
3. A configuration file. This file specifies the simulation parameters for the
performance analysis.
Each node has a basic structure almost similar to the OSI/OSI protocol stack as
shown in Figure C.1. The structure consists of three protocol layers and three
other auxiliary modules. The modules are:
• appl − Application layer that sends broadcast packets.
• net − Network layer that performs routing protocols.
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• nic − Network interface card implements physical and media access control
(MAC) layers. The MAC layer in this simulation uses the CSMA/MAC
protocol and the physical layer adopts a simple path loss model.
• utility − Blackboard module handles the communication between two nodes
and provides a general interface for collecting statistical data.
• arp − Address resolution protocol maps IP addresses to MAC addresses.
• mobility − Mobility module provides mobility patterns and handles nodes’
location and movement.

Figure C.1: Basic structure of sensor nodes in MiXiM.

The nic module tightly couples the physical and MAC layers as depicted in Figure C.1. It models the wireless channel effects and connectivity between nodes.
Two nodes are connected only if they are located within a certain distance called
maximal interference distance calculated by

maximal interference distance(m) =



λ2 PTmax
(4π)2 PRmin

( α1 )

,

(C.2.1)

where λ is the wavelength in meter, PTmax is the maximum transmit power of a
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node in mW, PRmin is the minimum receiving power threshold for a packet and α
is the path loss coefficient of value 3.
It is worth mentioning that the packets sent between two connected nodes may
not always be correctly received by receivers due to signal interference or fading
effects. Hence, the physical layer models are responsible for deciding the successful reception of the incoming packets. They compute the interference level and
bit error rates of the received packets to decide whether the packets are correctly
received. If the signal strength of the received packets is below than a predefined
threshold, the packets are discarded and then they will be scheduled for retransmission. Else, the packets will be further sent to the upper layers.
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